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A bstract

A collaborative project was undertaken between Defence Research and Develop

ment Canada and Carleton University to investigate the issue of postural stability in 

shipboard environments. The author’s contribution to the project comprised of the 

generalization of the rigid body Graham model with time-varying unsteady loads, 

development of a two-degree of freedom unsteady in-plane cart load model, imple

mentation of all models in the distributed Virtual Flight Deck-Real Time (VFD-RT) 

simulation environment, and validation of the developed models through physical ex

perimentation. Also, the motion induced interruption (Mil) model was generalized 

and validated through experiments on the Stewart platform and at sea on CFAV 

Quest. The results show that the unsteady loads have a negative effect on postural 

stability as the number of Mil events increase. As well, a relationship was found be

tween ship heading and optimum stance angle which can be used to determine stance 

to reduce Mil events.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 M otivation

Shipboard postural stability affects crew safety, the time required to complete spe

cific tasks, overall ship effectiveness, and ultimately ship design. Postural stability has 

been quantified using the rate of motion-induced interruptions (Mils) where Mils are 

defined as events where a person must focus attention on maintaining balance as op

posed to the task at hand either my adjusting stance or mechanically bracing against 

deck motion. Existing models used for predicting Mils are relatively simple. In par

ticular, they assume unrealistically simple stance geometry and ignore the disturbing 

influences of unsteady external loads with which the simulated crew member may 

be interacting. Such loads could include penduluating loads such as a small boat 

suspended from a crane or davit, an example of which can be seen in Figure 1; also 

loads constrained to the plane of the deck such as carts, pallets, and trolleys.

Recognizing the importance of better understanding of postural stability while 

interacting with unsteady shipboard loads, a collaborative project was undertaken 

between Defence Research and Development Canada and Carleton University to in

vestigate this problem. In the overall project, two conventional postural stability

1
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Figure 1: Crew member handling a wave buoy suspended by a crane.

models were generalized: a Graham rigid body model and a spatial inverted pendu

lum model. Two unsteady load models were also investigated: an in-plane cart load 

and a penduluating load; as well as development of a coupling model used to connect 

the postural model to the load model. A monolithic and a  distributed simulation 

environments was created that implemented these models. A series of physical ex

periments was also designed, built, and conducted to validate the developed models.

This thesis focusses on those aspects of the overall project that were completed 

by the author. These comprise of the generalization of the rigid body Graham model, 

development of a two-degree of freedom unsteady in-plane cart load model, imple

mentation of all models in the distributed Virtual Flight Deck-Real Time (VFD-RT) 

simulation environment [1], and validation of the developed models through the phys

ical experimentation. The research presented in this thesis expands the existing body 

of knowledge by generalizing a classical model into three dimensions, incorporating
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the effects of an external load, and generalizing model stance geometry.

1.2 Literature R eview

Humans are required to cope with a wide range of postural stability conditions 

ranging from deceptively simple tasks such as quiet standing to more complex dy

namic actions such as walking and running. Over the years many models to describe 

human postural stability have been developed. These models vary widely in complex

ity, ranging from single segment inverted pendulums up to fully articulated multi-link 

skeletons [2], Initially these models were developed with the goal of understanding 

the human sense of balance; however, more recently they have been identified as a po

tential tool in quantifying the effects of motion environments on human performance. 

This section presents a review of current and past research on human postural stabil

ity in a motion environment. It will begin by briefly explaining the biological systems 

which make up the human postural control system. Having explored human postural 

stability research from the theoretical perspective, the applications of this knowledge 

will then be investigated. This includes quantifications of the risks related to working 

in a motion environment and the application of biomechanical principles to assessing 

the postural stability challenges related to the shipboard motion environment.

1.2.1 Physiology o f H um an Postural S tab ility

The human body is inherently unstable due to the height of its centre of mass [3]. 

Consequently, constant minor postural adjustments and muscular torques are required 

to simply maintain an upright posture. Basic tasks such as quiet standing require an 

elaborate scheme of biological systems and algorithms for proper execution [3]. The 

human body contains three primary sensory mechanisms tha t are used during postural 

control: vision, proprioception, and the vestibular system. Each system provides a
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unique set of information related to the surrounding environment and the body’s 

motion. This information is processed by the central nervous systems in order to form 

an overall postural state which is then used to determine an appropriate mechanical 

response [3]. Each of these systems is most sensitive to a different set of postural 

disturbance types [3,4]. As such, the relative importance of any individual system in 

the overall maintenance of postural stability varies relative to motion characteristics 

such as amplitude, frequency, and the available sensory information [4].

Control System

Dynamic Model Torques

Figure  2: Feedback postural stability model.

The typical approach to studying the biological control system which interprets 

these sensory inputs is to represent it as a feedback model. Kinematic variables of 

the body, as would be sensed by the three previously mentioned systems, are input 

to a control block. This block then calculates the necessary torques and forces to be 

applied by the body’s muscles to its various segments. The corresponding movements 

of the body can then be generated through the implementation of a dynamic model 

which then completes the control loop by passing these calculated motions back to 

the control block as shown in Figure 2 [2].

More recent investigations have demonstrated that the postural control system is
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likely composed of both feedback and feed-forward elements. It has been proposed by 

some researchers that the body’s postural system incorporates a finely tuned set of 

predetermined reflexive postural responses. And although the central nervous system 

continuously receives postural state information, there is evidence that supports the 

hypothesis that it does not actually engage in postural control unless disturbances 

exceed a specific threshold [5,6]. This serves to simplify the overall postural mainte

nance task in relatively stable environments and to compensate for time delays related 

to data transmission and feedback control decision processes.

1.2.2 Postural S tability  M odelling

Postural stability models are models that define the dynamics of the human 

body [7]. Several of these models have been used to define the stability of humans 

during a walking gait and quiet standing. Though these models are used for different 

applications, dynamic postural models can be used for either application.

In 1972, Chow et al. at Harvard University developed a  stability model for a 

torso [8]. The model was to be used as the torso section of a more complex model 

for biped locomotion. This model consisted of a three-rotational-degrees-of-freedom 

single inverted pendulum. The equations of motion were derived using Lagrange’s 

equation. The model allowed for the position of the base to follow a perscribed 

trajectory over time.

In relation to locomotion, Gubina et al. in 1974 developed a single link inverted 

pendulum model with two moving massless legs modelled with force generators [7]. 

This model was constrained to the sagittal1 plane and modelled the torso dynamics 

supported by the two massless legs. The knee was modelled through the changing

S agitta l plane is a vertical plane which passes from ventral (front) to  dorsal (rear) dividing the 
body into right and left halves.
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length of the legs and force generators to supply the torque. This model was also de

rived using Lagrange’s equation. The equations were solved for the two translational 

degrees of freedom and one rotational degree of freedom of the torso.

In 1975, Murray et al. introduced a different modelling method for postural sta

bility [9]. Unlike the pendulum models that were based more on physical geometry of 

a human, Murray et al. suggested that a model could use the location of the centre of 

pressure on the surface and the distance it is within the stance. The fluctuations of 

the location of the centre of pressure were plotted and the variations in the position 

determined a relative steadiness. The validity of this type of modelling was checked 

by performing experiments with subjects standing on a force plate and asking them 

to perform various standing tasks. It was found that these fluctuations of the centre 

of pressure location depend on the age of the individual.

Golliday et al. in 1976 developed a two-link inverted pendulum model designed 

for human locomotion [10]. Unlike the model derived by Gubina et al., the legs in 

this model included mass and inertia. The equations of motion were again derived 

using Lagrange’s equation. Their model is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.

Postural stability models are dynamically unstable due to  the fact that humans 

are dynamically unstable. This requires that there be a control system in order to 

maintain stability of the system. As a result, control system analysis is one of the 

applications for which postural models have been developed. For these applications 

the models do not need to be complex. In 1976 Hemami used a single-link inverted 

pendulum model to determine applicable control algorithms [11].

In 1978, Hemami et al. developed a three-link inverted pendulum postural 

model [12]. This model was constrained to the saggital plane and had three links 

attached with revolute joints, as shown in Figure 4. This model was introduced to 

determine motions for several different tasks including sitting down, bending, and 

standing up. The model was derived using Newton-Euler dynamics and linearized
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Mr I,

Figure 3: Golliday et al. two-link inverted pendulum model [10].

about the applicable operating point. This model could be used to recreate typical 

human motions by applying an iterative solution method.

Hemami et al. also conducted research with another team in 1978 to investigate 

a vestibular model. Humans control their posture using the vestibular system, which 

relies heavily on otoliths and the semicircular canal within the ear [13]. The vestibular 

model that was used in 1978 was derived by Nashner [14]. This model of the vestibular 

system is defined in the frequency domain as a set of transfer functions modelling 

the effects from the two different parts of the vestibular system: the otoliths and 

semicircular canals. The vestibular model was initially applied to a single link and 

then a double link inverted pendulum postural model for control. It was found that 

the vestibular model could be used to successfully control the  pendulum models.

Experimentation can be quite costly and time consuming. Mathematical models 

have been created to minimize the extent of required experimentation. In 1980, 

Koozekanani et al. developed a physical model in order to determine the centre of 

pressure of a four-link inverted pendulum with a foot link [15]. This model was not
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Figure 4: Hemami et al. three-link inverted pendulum model [12].
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used for postural stability purposes on its own, but could be used with centre of 

pressure models for stability. This model did not have a control system; therefore, 

in order to calculate the centre of pressure all the link properties, including applied 

forces and torques, had to be known. Also, this model was limited to the sagittal 

plane. The model can be seen in Figure 5.

UPPER 
I BODY

THIGH

SHANK

FOOT

Figure 5: Koozekanani et al. four-bar linkage model [15].

In order to extend the Koozekanani et al. model to more of a postural stability 

model, in 1981 Stockwell et al. provided extensions to the model [16]. It was ex

tended with another linkage to represent the head motions and allow for more control 

based on the location of the centre of pressure of the linkages. Experimentation was
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conducted with human subjects in order to observe the postural sway effect. Stock- 

well suggested that a four-link model should be sufficient to model the postural sway 

motions.

In 1982, Hemami et al. developed a spatial inverted pendulum model for use in 

locomotion studies [17]. The pendulum model was used to represent the torso motion 

for gait analysis. The model was derived using the Newton-Euler method. There are 

three constraining forces that act at the base attachment point of the linkage. An 

interesting by-product of the model is that this model not only describes the behaviour 

while attached at the base, but also indicates when the link may slide or leave the 

ground. One of the assumptions used for this analysis was th a t the rotation about 

the linkage axis is constrained by two possible types of constraints. There is either a 

hard constraint which the body cannot pass and a soft constraint which can be passed 

slightly. These constraints are modelled as a hard stop and as a spring/damper which 

restrict arm motion.

By 1984, Hemami et al. developed a model with a more biological basis. The 

models discussed thus far have all had rigid connections between the links in the 

models in order to lower the dimensionality of the system [10]. However, human 

linkages, for example the knee, are not rigidly attached [18]. For this reason Hemami 

et al. extended a two link model with an interface at each joint that could be used 

to represent tissue effects. The model can be seen in Figure 6. Model stability was 

obtained using Lyapunov stability theory but certain constraints would not provide 

valid answers for the interface forces [18].

Peeters et al. ,in 1985, solved the single-link inverted pendulum model in the 

frequency domain and observed the spectral response of the system [2]. This analysis 

was performed to find the relationship between the motion of the body and the torque 

at the ankle joint. The results presented spectra in the frequency domain based on 

the torque.
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Figure  6: Hemami et al. two-link inverted pendulum model with interface forces [18].
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A further development of the inverted pendulum model was achieved in 1989 by 

Barin. Barin created a linkage model that would allow for an arbitrary number of 

links in the system [19]. This model was also constrained to the sagittal plane. The 

model can be seen in Figure 7. This model was developed in order to have a multi

use model as long as all the link and joint properties are known for a particular 

application.

F igure  7: Barin multilink inverted pendulum model [19].

Riccio et al. researched the effects of dynamic motion and the stability of humans. 

This research was mostly qualitative and was observed through experimentation [20].
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In previous pendulum models the orientation was set by a kinetic variable, the di

rection of the gravitational force [21]. It is stated that the definition of balance of 

a human could be more dynamically defined given that the vestibular system is af

fected by inertial effects. This would provide insight into postural stability models 

with control systems. In 1993, Riccio performed a series of experiments that sub

merged subjects in water in order to quantify the effect of these dynamic effects on 

human balance [22]. The dynamic effects were quantified as a relative tilt to the grav

ity vector after having undergone dynamic motions. It was found that the dominance 

of balance over gravity was related to the tilt angle.

The postural stability models presented thus far have all been applied in the 

sagittal plane. In 1993, Iqbal et al. presented a model in the frontal plane, as seen 

in Figure 8. This model is a four-link model having one link for each leg, one for the 

pelvis, and a fourth for the torso [23]. From the figure it can be seen that the right 

leg is not constrained to the ground. Each of the joints is a revolute joint such that 

this model can investigate the rotation at the hips as well. The model was solved 

using perturbation methods and Taylor series expansions. This model was used to 

investigate control strategies of voluntary tasks as well as the sway motion effect.

Patton et al. , during the period from 1997 through 1999, developed a series of 

experiments in order to determine the effects of the coordinates of the centre of mass 

within the base support geometry [24]. His experiments also investigated the effects 

of the velocity of the centre of mass and centre of pressure. The desired result from 

these experiments was a threshold value which would determine whether a person 

would fall or remain standing after a perturbation. The model used to investigate 

this was the single-link inverted pendulum model. The centre of mass and centre of 

pressure are known and using the values obtained from the experiments, thresholds 

for stability were found [25]. Applying these to the pendulum model determined if a 

person would remain standing after the perturbation.
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F igure  8: Iqbal et al. frontal postural stability model [23].

In 1998, Slobounov et al. performed similar experiments to  Patton but took into 

account the effect of age on the stability thresholds. This study did not compare the 

results to a postural stability model and were only found to be threshold values for 

other models [26]. Subjects varying in age from 60 through 92 were tested in order 

to determine how age affected the threshold of centre of pressure values within the 

stance width. It was found that the higher the age, the lower the threshold is, which 

decreases the motion severity that will cause instability.

Wu et al. developed a single link inverted pendulum model with two rotational 

degrees of freedom in 1998 which allowed for a free moving base [27]. The base at

tachment point was modelled to be able to move in any direction. The only limitation 

was that if there was acceleration it must remain constant. This model was designed 

solely as a mathematical model that could be used for other postural stability ap

plications, such as trunk stability for locomotion [27]. The model was derived using
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Lagrangian dynamics. In their paper the model was used to test control methods for 

the inverted pendulum. By 2000 Wu et al. had introduced a new postural stability 

model. The model was a planar two-link inverted pendulum model [28]. The base 

of the pendulum was able to move freely. The same limitation on the base motion 

applies, where the acceleration must be constant.

Hemami et al. , in 2006, modelled a three-link inverted pendulum in the sagittal 

plane that was attached to a motion platform. The model also included muscle models 

for the torques applied at the ankle, knees, and hips as can be seen in Figure 9. Several 

experiments were conducted with subjects in order to validate the model. The results 

from the pendulum experiments were found to be similar to  the calculated model 

results. The calculated forces and moments from the model had smaller magnitudes 

than those from the corresponding human experiments.

Figure 9: Hemami et al. muscle model for three-link pendulum [29].

In 2006 Nawayseh et al. performed experiments on the effect of oscillations on the 

postural stability of standing persons. A centre of pressure location model was used
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to determine the stability of a person. The experiments indicated that the higher the 

frequency of the oscillations the more likely the person was to  fall.

Another method for determining the effect of the centre of pressure on stability 

was introduced by Schmid et al. in 2007. This method used a time to boundary 

method on four different parameters to analyze the effect on stability [30]. The 

time to boundary function estimated the predicted time when the centre of pressure 

trajectory would cross the boundary thresholds, using a parabolic function containing 

position, velocity, and acceleration of the centre of pressure data. It was found that 

this method allows for the postural stability to be maintained.

A recent study performed in 2010 by Humphrey et al. used a three-link planar 

inverted pendulum model [31]. The model used a muscle model for joint actuation 

as well as a vestibular model for feedback control. This model was used in the study 

of centre of pressure and centre of mass movements.

1.2.3 M otion Induced Interruptions

Biomechanical postural stability models were initially developed with the goal of 

understanding the human sense of balance; however, more recently they have been 

identified as a potential tool in quantifying the effects of motion environments on 

human performance. For example, crew members working in a shipboard motion 

environment are required to perform a variety of physically and mentally demanding 

tasks such as walking, weapons loading, and lifting [32], If the ability of the crew 

to complete these tasks is in any way impaired, the overall efficiency of the crew 

member decreases resulting in potential increased costs and decreased effectiveness. 

Also, this may cause the crew member to become so impaired that their personal 

safety may be at risk. A concept to quantify the performance degradation caused 

by the crew members adjusting balance was introduced by Baitis and Applebee in 

1984 [33]. The performance of a crew member is said to be reduced if the person has
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a motion induced interruption (Mil) which is defined as an incident when they must 

take a step, grab a hold, or stop what they are doing in order to  maintain balance [34]. 

The Mil concept not only considers the motion of the environment but the effects of 

this motion on humans who are being analyzed. Thus biomechanical models supply 

a means by which the human response can be predicted for a given set of motions in 

order to provide operational and design information.

Biomechanical models are used in order to observe the effects of the motion envi

ronment on the postural response. These models however were not designed in such a 

way to observe the possibilities of Mils. Several different postural models have been 

developed for the purpose of determining the Mil events specifically.

The Graham rigid body model was first introduced in the early 1990’s [35]. The 

model provides a mathematical approximation of the possible inertial causes of an 

MIL The model is based on a block having humanoid mass, inertia, and support base 

properties. An Mil is said to occur if the block either has a sliding event or a tipping 

event. The occurrence of these events is identified by exceeding thresholds based 

on the properties of the block and gravity. A sliding event is said to happen if the 

lateral inertial forces and gravity acting on the block exceed the opposing frictional 

capacity. The frictional capacity is calculated as the force normal to the flat surface 

multiplied by the frictional coefficient applicable between the surface and the block. 

The lateral forces are found by a summation of the forces parallel to the flat surface. 

Initial tests conducted through observation of an unoccupied chair subject to ship 

motion indicated relatively good agreement between predicted slides for the chair 

and the actual slides observed. This is to be expected since the chair is simply a 

rigid body which has no dynamic characteristics to be accounted for [35]. A tipping 

event is said to occur if the moment about one of the model’s feet falls to zero, and 

can be seen in Figure 10. This tipping model is used to predict when a person will 

require to take a step or grab a support to retain balance. These two thresholds are
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used to model when a person is most likely to take action in order to retain balance. 

These thresholds can be used in simple models such as the block on a deck, or include 

unsteady wind loading, or even be used in articulated models which define the person 

not as a simple block but an inverted pendulum or other more complex models.

tipping m om ent

foot reaction force 
resulting in restoring
m oment

Figure 10: Moments on the Graham Mil Model.

A research initiative established by the American, British, Canadian, and Dutch 

(ABCD) Working Group on Human Performance at Sea to  explore human factors 

within the shipboard environment resulted in an extensive set of experiments to in

vestigate the performance characteristics of Graham’s model. During the early 1990’s 

a large data set on human performance in the shipboard environment was produced 

at the Naval BioDynamics Laboratory (NBDL) in New Orleans. The experiments 

subjected 15 participants to two levels of ship motion severity using a large ship mo

tion simulator platform. The subjects were required to complete a number of tasks 

during the motion profiles. Human postural response data from the tasks consisting
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of standing facing port and standing facing aft were used by Lewis and Griffin to 

check the validity of the rigid body model and to investigate the  potential application 

of more complex models to Mil prediction such as parametric methods [36]. Prom 

these experiments it was proposed that Graham’s model could be tuned to more ac

curately predict Mils by empirically choosing tipping and sliding thresholds to match 

experimental Mil occurrences. A similar adjustment process was recommended for 

parametric stability models. Initially, for a parametric model, Mils were defined as 

points at which the centre of pressure exceeded base of support limits. In practice the 

usable base of support region was found to be smaller than the theoretical maximum 

value. Based on this, it makes sense to adjust the parametric model’s Mil threshold 

accordingly.

A second series of experiments based on the initial NBDL investigations was con

ducted by the United Kingdom’s Defence Research Agency using a large motion 

simulator [37-39]. The ability of the simulator used in this case to provide motion 

cues in five degrees of freedom provided the opportunity to generate a set of postural 

response data relating to frontal plane Mils. During the experiment subjects were 

required to complete several different tasks such as walking, weapon loading, and 

standing while being subjected to the NBDL motion profiles. As suggested by the 

NBDL experiments, empirical Mil thresholds were determined for the rigid body Mil 

model. In addition to the standing tasks, empirical model thresholds were determined 

for all of the experiment tasks despite the fact the model does not physically represent 

them. The tuned model was found to provide good predictions of Mil occurrences 

in all cases although it underpredicted at high Mil rates. A statistical model of Mil 

occurrences was also investigated using the experiment data.

Experiments performed in 1993 by Mcllroy and Maki investigated the psychologi

cal effect of either allowing someone to step to maintain balance or not allowing them 

to step [40]. The experiments conducted applied a perturbation in a single direction
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and the subject was either told they could or could not step. The results of the exper

iments determined that if a subject was allowed to step, the occurrences of stepping 

incidences increase as compared to not being allowed to step. This shows that there 

is a psychological effect when considering M il occurrences. In 1997 Maki and Mcllroy 

investigated the likelihood of a person maintaining postural stability by using fixed 

stance methods versus non-fixed stance methods [41]. The fixed stance methods in

cluded bending the knees, rotating the hips, applying a moment at the ankles, and 

similar methods. Non-fixed stance methods included grasping an external support 

or taking a step. The results of the experiment showed that the onset of non-fixed 

stance recovery methods occur well before the centre of mass has reached the stability 

limits. This implies that a person is likely to step well before the stability limits are 

reached.

A method of articulated postural modelling was investigated by McKee using a 

two-plane articulated model [42], The model is defined by using a single degree of 

freedom inverted pendulum in the sagittal plane and a four-bar linkage in the frontal 

plane, as shown in Figure 11. This model also used controllers for the ankle joint 

moments which were tuned based on experimental data recorded at the Naval Biody

namics Laboratory [43]. It was observed that the biodynamic model was predicting 

a slightly lower number of M il events than observed where as the untuned Graham 

model overpredicted the number of Mil events. This introduced the possibility of 

articulated models being a more accurate approach for determining Mil events [42].

An expanded inverted pendulum model for modelling postural stability in a ship

board application was introduced by Langlois in 2010 [44]. The pendulum model was 

a three-dimensional spatial model as opposed to some classical models that were lim

ited to two dimensions. This model was also designed with the intention of predicting 

Mil events. The model was derived by separating the translational and rotational
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A Sagittal Plane Frontal Plane

Figure  11: Frontal and sagittal plane models for McKee and Langlois’s articulated 
postural model [42],
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components. The translational components are solved in order to find the forces act

ing at the base of the pendulum. The rotational components are solved using Euler’s 

equation to determine one unknown ankle reaction moment and the angular accel

eration of the pendulum. A controller is necessary to command two ankle torques 

and stabilize the system. The controller is set with applicable damping in order to 

maintain a vertical stance with respect to the gravity vector while predicting Mil 

rate and times of occurrence based on available experimental data. Mil detection in 

this model is based on the two criteria defined in Graham’s model. The sliding case 

is defined by a sliding threshold which is a function of the friction coefficient and the 

vertical and lateral forces. A tipping case is defined by a tipping threshold which is 

a function of the moment and the forces acting on the body. The model was verified 

using a controller tuned to the Mil data from experience with motion platform and 

available sea trial Mil data. The model was verified for a single articulated segment 

and two revolute degrees of freedom.

Duncan et al. at Memorial University of Newfoundland ran a series of experiments 

on Mil occurrences at sea [45,46]. The experiments performed in 2009 used 11 

participants from naval personnel in order to investigate the effect of thoracolumbar 

kinematics and foot centre of pressure on postural stability. The experiments required 

the subjects to perform two different tasks in different sea conditions. The tasks were 

a neutral standing task and a standing task with their feet shoulder width apart 

holding a stationary 10 kg load. The data collected for this experiment were the 

thoracolumbar kinematics, the velocity of the centre of pressure of the individual 

foot, and video subsequently used to identify M il occurrences. It was found from 

these experiments that during Mils, the sudden postural adaptations resulted in 

significant increases in mean and peak thoracolumbar velocities. This showed that in 

order to maintain balance a combination of body and foot movements are needed. It 

also showed that the direction that the subject was standing also affected the number
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of Mil occurrences.

Experiments performed by Hasoon et al. at the University of Massachusetts were 

designed to investigate the response of the subject as if they were an inverted pen

dulum [47]. The experiment was designed such that the subject was attached to a 

flat board in order to limit the motions in the sagittal plane. The only control of 

balance strategy that the subjects could use, based on the apparatus, was the ankle 

strategy. The subject was then perturbed from the aft by varying degrees and it was 

observed whether the subject had to step to maintain stability. The results from the 

experiment were compared to pendulum model developed by Hof et al. [48]. The 

analysis of the data provided approximation curves of the centre of mass acceleration 

versus the severity of the perturbation.

Bourgois et al. from Carleton University Applied Dynamics Lab performed pos

tural stability experiments aboard Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel (CFAV) Quest. 

Quest is operated by DRDC Atlantic for experimentation at sea. The 76 metre long 

vessel was designed to be very quiet for acoustic testing as well very stable for heavy 

weather trials. The sea trial was from November 20th 2012 to  November 28th 2012 

and had seas with waves upwards of 5 metres. For the experimentation the human 

subjects were asked to stand at an angle to the bow and perform a simple logging 

task using either a clipboard or a tablet. The results from the study will be used to 

develop control schemes to model human posture in shipboard environments. The 

task research will be used to determine the effectiveness of hard copy logging versus 

electronic logging in shipboard environments.

In summary, considerable research has been conducted aimed at understanding 

and modelling human balance. This work formed the basis for subsequent attempts 

to model the rate of motion-induced interruptions in shipboard environments. While 

current Mil modelling approaches continue to be refined, simple models are available 

and are used for operational planning and ship design. In all cases these models
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consider an individual that is only perturbed by ship motion. In practice, ship

board personnel are interacting with external unsteady loads that could potentially 

adversely affect their postural stability.

1.3 Overview

This thesis presents the contributions made to a postural stability modelling 

(PSM) project in order to determine the effects of external loads on human postural 

stability in shipboard environments. In the following chapters a postural stability 

model based on the Graham stability model which additionally allows for a time- 

varying external load is developed, as well as a two-body cart load model. These two 

models can be run separately or coupled using an axial spring/damper interface force 

model. The models are implemented in a Fortran simulation environment in order to 

computationally solve the models. The Fortran simulation is based on a simulation 

created by Langlois for the inverted pendulum model (PSM3D) which can also be run 

with the models developed in this report in addition to an unsteady pendulating load 

model developed by Langlois (PND3D). In order to create a more robust simulation 

that can be easily interfaced with many other existing shipboard simulation appli

cations, the models were implemented in a distributed simulation framework named 

the VFD-RT. The monolithic Fortran simulation was compared with the VFD-RT 

simulation to verify the simulations. Monolithic in this case means that all mod

els are contained in a single executable. The following chapter presents the results 

from a series of physical validation experiments. For the experimentation, physical 

models were fabricated in order to represent the conceptual models. The apparatus 

was developed as part of the broader PSM project and a brief explanation on their 

construction is provided. The experimentation included placing the experimental ap

paratus on a six-degree-of-freedom motion platform and exciting the physical models
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with the motion base. The parameters used in the physical experiments were then 

used to run matching simulation cases. The results from the physical experiments 

were then compared to the results from the simulation. The models were validated 

separately and coupled with the various load models using five motion profiles. The 

models were thus validated from the physical experimentation. The next chapter 

defines the concept of an Mil as presented by Graham, and expands the definition 

similar to Langlois [44], The definition of an M il is then further refined to incorporate 

an arbitrarily-shaped footprint. Further physical experimentation was conducted in 

order to validate the Mil models presented. The physical experiments included the 

construction of a three-dimensional Graham model body with contact switches posi

tioned around the base. The switches undepress when tipping Mils occur such that 

the direction of tipping and the number of tips can be counted. Simulations were run 

using the same motion files as the physical experiments for validation purposes of the 

Mil model. The Mil model was also validated from the data collected on the Quest 

sea trial. The effects of stance geometry and unsteady loads on shipboard postural 

stability were then investigated by running simulations with the two load models for 

different headings and sea states. Concluding remarks are made in the final chapter.



Chapter 2

M odel D evelopm ent

2.1 Three-dim ensional Graham  M odel

The original planar Graham formulation used the conceptual model of a block 

positioned on the deck of a ship. The corresponding three-dimensional model devel

oped here uses the same basic conceptual design. A schematic representation of the 

model is shown in Figure 12. The three-dimensional block, with height h, length /, 

and width w, is placed in a virtual motion environment. The equations governing 

motion of the model are derived and solved for the interface forces and moments at 

the attachment point with the deck.

Figure 12 also shows the coordinate systems used in its derivation. These coor

dinate systems are similar to those found in the Langlois inverted pendulum deriva

tion [44]. The inertial frame (designated I N )  is defined outside of the motion envi

ronment. The ship coordinate system (designated SH )  is attached to the ship at the 

point of attachment of the Graham model and is aligned with the inertial frame in 

the absence of ship motion. In the ship frame the x  direction points to the bow, the 

y direction points to port, and the z direction points upwards normal to the deck. 

Finally, a model coordinate system (designated MO)  is attached to the block and 

located at the interface between the block and the ship deck.

26
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Figure 12: Coordinate systems used in the derivation of the three-dimensional Gra
ham shipboard postural stability model.

2.1.1 K inem atics o f th e G raham  M odel

Defining the point of attachment of the model to the motion environment as point 

A , the position of the centre of gravity (CG) of the block {r } CG can be written as

{rVco =  M f  +  {tYcg,a (1)

where the superscript is the coordinate system in which the  vector is defined and 

the subscript indicates the point(s) to which the vector applies. Defining two rota

tional transformation matrices from the model frame to the ship’s coordinate system, 

{Tmosh\, and then from the ship frame to the inertial frame, [Ts h in]> the equation 

can be written as

M c g  =  {tYa + [t s h in ] [Tmosh] M CG/A (2)
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where for a rotation matrix T the first subscript denotes the coordinate system rotated 

from and the second subscript denotes the coordinate system rotated to. The rotation 

matrix from the ship to inertial frame is a local to global XYZ Euler angle rotation 

that depends on the ship orientation angles. The rotation matrix from the model to 

ship frame is defined as a single rotation about the 2  axis in the  ship frame,

T m o s h

cos ft — sin /3 0

sin ft cos ft 0

0 0 1

(3)

where ft is the constant angle between the ship and model frames.

Taking the derivative of the position vector, noting that the angle between the 

model and ship frames is constant, and that the height of the centre of gravity above 

point A  in the model frame is constant, the velocity of the centre of gravity in the 

inertial frame can be written as

r 1 IN r wiv ,
i  v ) c g  =  { v } a  +

I N
T s h i n [Tm o s h ) { r } “ ° A (4)

Taking the time derivative of the velocity expression results in the acceleration

expression
r  1 I N  r  - l i / v  . 
1 a J CG ~  Ia ) A  4"

I N
T s h i n [Tm o s h ] { r } ™ ° A (5)

Now that the acceleration of the body is known, the dynamic equations can be devel

oped and solved in order to find the interface forces and moments at the attachment 

point A.
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mg

Figure  13: Forces acting on the three-dimensional Graham model.

2.1.2 D ynam ics o f th e G raham  M odel

The forces acting on the body are the gravitational forces, inertial forces from the 

motion of the body, the reaction forces at the attachment point, and the externally 

applied unsteady load. If the attachment point is assumed to be a fixed point of 

attachment, the reaction forces and moments will be acting a t that point. Figure 13 

provides a diagram of the forces acting on the body.

Newton’s law relates the forces acting on the block in the inertial frame to the 

acceleration of the centre of mass of the block such that

i F }IN =  m W e e  (6)

where m  is the mass of the block. An expression for the acceleration of the centre of 

gravity was determined from the kinematic derivation and given in Equation 5. The 

applied forces, comprising the gravitational and reaction forces at the attachment
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point, are
/ \ I N f > I N f >

0 Fx F ax

M II 0 > +  < Fy > +  < F Av

- m g
K. )

Fz 
\ > F az

I N

(7)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity; Fx, Fy, and Fz are the components of 

the reaction force; {F}A is the unsteady externally-applied load. It is convenient for 

subsequent sliding and tipping index evaluation for the reaction forces to be expressed 

in the model frame; so the force summation then becomes,

/  \ I N ' \ M O

0 Fx F a x

M W
-' *»«< * II 0 > +  [ T s h i n ] [ T m o s h ] < Fy > +  < FAy

- m g
< j

...
...

V

.>

IN

(8)

Substituting Equation 5 and Equation 8 into Equation 6 and rearranging the 

resulting equation such that the unknowns are on the left hand side, the translational 

dynamic equation then becomes

/ \ M O ' > I N ' >

Fx 0 F a x

[ T s h i n ] [ T m o s h ] < Fy > =  < 0 > — <
F a ,  >

Fzt *
m g

K / r $ N

I N

+  m T ,S H I N [ T m o s h ] {r ) c G / A ) (9)

where all the variables on the right side are known from the ship motion and the 

position of the block on the ship deck. The externally applied force is calculated from
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an interface force model and will be known.

The generalized Euler equation for moments about the centre of gravity in the 

model frame is

£  {M}"o = V c o \  {a} +  M  x [ l e a ]  M  (10)

where {a} is the angular acceleration of the block, {a;} is the angular velocity of the 

block, and [ I c g ] is the mass moment of inertia of the block. Since the block is not 

moving relative to the ship deck, the angular velocity and acceleration are those of 

the ship which are considered to be perscribed functions of time. In practice, the ship 

motion may be obtained from sea trial or model test data, or alternatively simulated.

The moments acting on the block are the reaction moments at the attachment 

point, the moments caused by the deck reaction forces about the centre of gravity, 

and the moments caused by the externally-applied force about the centre of gravity. 

Moments about the centre of gravity are expressed as

f  > M O M O f >

Mx Fx Fax

£  =  < My

M z

Fy

Fz
< 4

> + { r} S £ c x« FAy

FAZ
J

where Mz, My, and Mz are the reaction moments at the attachment point. Equa

tion 11 is substituted into Equation 10 and the resulting equation is rearranged to
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isolate the reaction moments

M,

M,

M O

=  [I C G ] { « }  +  { ^ }  X [I C G ] { ^ }  -  { '> '} a / C G  X <

f  \

FzV

M O

~  M b / c g  x  [Ts h m o \ [Ti n s h ] F Ay ( 12)

I N

A x

A y

FAz

To obtain the reaction forces and moments, Equation 9 is first solved for the 

reaction forces; then Equation 12 is solved for the reaction moments.

2.2 U nsteady Cart Load M odel

The load model used for the investigation of the effect of external shipboard loads 

is a cart model. The model was defined as a two mass system where one mass can 

translate freely along a prescribed axis, but not rotate; the second mass can rotate 

relative to the first mass but not translate relative to it. The following sections provide 

the mathematical derivation of the model using Newton-Euler equations.

2.2.1 M odel D efinition and C oordinate S ystem s

The two mass cart system is illustrated schematically in Figure 14. One mass, mi, 

is attached to the deck of the ship, placed initially with the  centre of mass aligned 

over point A, similar to the spatial Graham model. This mass has one degree of 

freedom allowing it to translate in the x  direction in the model coordinate frame.
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The second mass, m2 is attached to rrtj at point R  in the model coordinate frame. 

The vector defining the location of this attachment point relative to the centre of 

mass of mi, point J5, is defined as { p r / b } -  The revolute joint between the lower and 

upper masses only allows one degree of freedom. The external force is applied to the 

cart model at an attachment point on m2 where the location is defined by a vector 

from the centre of mass of m2.

The coordinate systems used for the derivation can also be seen in Figure 14. 

The inertial frame and ship frame are similar to those defined for the spatial Graham 

model. The model frame [MO] is attached to the ship deck at point A  and the x 

direction is in the same direction as the cart translation direction. Initially the cart 

is placed such that the centre of mass is above point A. The next coordinate system 

is called the top coordinate system, [TO]. This coordinate system is attached to m2 

at the point of rotation relative to m\.  Initially the coordinate systems are aligned 

such that the x  and y directions of the coordinate systems coincide. The rotational 

transformation from the top coordinate system to the model frame is a rotation about 

the 2  axis. This rotation angle is the angle between mi and m 2, and is not a constant 

value.

Rotation
Axis

I I

F igure  14: Coordinate systems used in the derivation of in-plane cart load model.
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2.2.2 K inem atics for T w o-body Cart 

Translating Mass

The position of the centre of mass of mi, point B, in the inertial frame is defined 

relative to point A as

M S "  = M a +  M b m  (13)

Since mi is only allowed to translate in the x  direction in the model frame, it is 

advantageous to define the position of the centre of mass with respect to point A  in 

the model frame. This can be done using two rotation matrices, one from the ship 

frame to the inertial frame, then from the model frame to the ship frame.

M b"  = M f  + [ T s h i n ]  [ T m o s h ]  M 2£  (14)

To solve for the velocity at point B, the derivative of the position vector is found to 

be

Mb = { v Ya  + T s h i n  [Tm o s h ] Mbm + Mb/at] [Tm o s h ] Mb/a (15)

knowing that the rotation from the ship frame to the model frame is constant. The 

derivative of the rotation matrix from the inertial frame to the ship frame can be 

found using the known ship motions. Note that the velocity of point B  with respect 

to point A  is not constant, but the direction of the vector is known. Taking the 

derivative of the velocity vector results in the acceleration of point B.

"Mb" — "Ma" T s h i n  [Tm o s h ] { ^ b / a  ^ T s h i n  [Tm o s h ] {Mb/a +M O i M O

PsB/jv] [Tm o s h ] { ® } b / a (M
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This is an expression of the acceleration of point B  in terms of known quantities. 

Next the kinematics for the rotating mass m2 will be derived.

R otating Mass

The point of attachment for ra2 is defined as point R. So, defining the centre of 

mass location as point T,  the position vector can be written as

{r)rV ~~ MiT + [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] { v } t / r
t IN TO (17)

noting that the relative position vector has been expressed in the top coordinate 

frame because it is a known vector in the top coordinate frame. The rotation from 

the model frame to the top frame is not constant and therefore the derivative of the 

rotation matrix must be found. The velocity of point T  can be found by taking the 

derivative of the position vector such that

r I  I N  r  1 1N  .M r = M* + T s h i n [Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] M t/r +

[Ts///jv] [Tm o s h ] [Ttomo j Mt/k (18)

Taking the derivative of the velocity vector will result in the acceleration vector such 

that

r - | / 7 V  r  W J V  ,{a}T — +IN
T s h i n [Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] { r Yt / r  +

2 [ T m o s h ]  T To m o  M t/a + [ T s h i n ]  [ T m o s h ] T t o m o {r}T% (19)

As can be seen from Equation 19, the acceleration of point R  must be known. This 

point is on the interface between mi  and m2 and thus the acceleration is the same at 

that point on each body. The acceleration of point R  can be found similarly to the
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acceleration of point B  on the translating mass. The acceleration of point R  in the 

inertial frame is given by

r i IN  r .{a}* -  {a}A +IN
SHIN \T,MOSH. M

MO
R/A +

T s h i n [Tm o s h ] { v } r /a  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { a } n / A  (20)
MO

where again the vectors for point R  have been expressed in the model frame. This 

form of the acceleration is not desirable because it requires solving for the relative 

acceleration of point R  in the model frame as well. This can be simplified by consid

ering the direction of the acceleration of mi in the model frame. Since the body is 

only allowed to translate in one direction and there is no rotation in the model frame, 

that means that at any point on the body the velocity and acceleration vectors are 

the same in the model frame. This means the equation can be written as

rM i?
r i /at .
W a + T s h i n

2

[Tmosh] M  r/a +

T s h i n [Tm o s h ] { v } b /a  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { a }j3/A (21)
MO

This still requires simplification because the position of point R  with respect to point 

A  is not known. This can, however, be defined as the sum of the position point B  

with respect to point A  and the position of point R  with respect to point B  such that

r i IN  r i
W fl = 1 4 a +

IN
T s h i n

2

[Tm o s h ] ({r}£% +  { r } ^ ) +i MO

T s h i n T m o s h ] { v } b / a  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] {a}b /a  (22)
MO
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Expanding the equation results in

+ ^ s h i n  [Tm o s h ] Mb/a + 2 T S h i n  [Tm o s h ] { v ) b /a  +

[Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { a } g / a  +  T s h i n  [Tm o s h ] { t } r / b  (23)

which is equal to

=  {a}fiV + [Tm o s h ] Mjf/B (24)

This method can be verified by solving for the acceleration of point R  using another 

point of reference. The position of point R  could also be written as

Knowing that the distance between points B  and R  is constant, because they are on 

the same body, taking the second derivative of the position vector will result in the 

acceleration vector,

which is the same result as from the previous formulation.

The rotation matrix from the model frame to the top frame is defined by the 

rotation of m 2 with respect to mi. The corresponding rotation angle is not known 

and must be solved from the equations, so it is required to rearrange the equation to 

include the angle. The rotation between the model and top frames is a single rotation

M 7/  = + [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { t } “ °b (25)

] [Tm o s h ] MS H I N (26)
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about the 2  axis which is written as

[Tt o m o \

sin 9 cos 9 0

cos 9 — sin 9 0 

0 0 0

(27)

The first and second derivatives of the rotation matrix are required and can be written 

as

9 cos 9 — 0sin0 0

[Tt o m o \ = —0sin# — 9 cos 9 0 

0 0 0

(28)

and

[Tt o m o ]

6 cos 0 02 sin 0 —9sm9 — 82cos9 0

—9sin9 — 92cos9 —9 cos 9 + 92 sin 9 0 

0 0 0

(29)

The angular acceleration, which is one of the variables to be solved, is embedded in 

^TOA/oj and can be factored out of the matrix.

cos 9 — sin# 0 —92 sin 8 —92 cos 9 0

tomo] =  Q — sin# — cos 9 0 + —92 cos 8 92 sin 9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

(30)
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2.2.3 D ynam ics for T w o-body Cart

The dynamic formulation for the cart model uses Newton-Euler equations. Using 

these equations for the two bodies of the cart will result in a twelve equation second 

order system. The translating mass mi is free to move in the x  direction and therefore 

does not have a resisting force in that direction. This means th a t the acceleration in 

the x  direction in the model frame is an unknown to be solved. Similarly, the rotating 

mass m2 is free to rotate about the 2  axis in the model frame and therefore does not 

have a resistive moment in that direction. This however does introduce the angular 

acceleration as an unknown. The applied and reaction forces can be seen in the free 

body diagram in Figure 15.

Ftrx

Ftry

Ftrz

M trx

M try

e

F.~ f  -«

3 b /a

Ft . , '

\  ' r Fbry

4 ------- --------- - B q '  J Fbrz V.>
M brx

M bry
A ' J .

j t
F ; :

M brz

Figure  15: Free body diagram of the two cart masses with the state variables.
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Translational Dynam ics of the Translating M ass

Starting with Newton’s Law applied to m i , the sum of the forces at B  is related 

to the acceleration at that point such that

E  IF}'b =  mi  { a } ^ (31)

Prom the free body diagram of mi it can be seen that the only external forces 

acting on it are the reaction forces from the ship deck and from m2.

IN (32)

Substituting Equation 32 into Equation 31 results in

rcn-W  r m J W r l IN  r i / N
i f ) b r  ~  W t b  -  m i  { 9 }  =  m x { a } B (33)

From the kinematic equations, the acceleration of point B  is solved in the inertial 

frame. Substituting the solution for the acceleration results in

{ f Y b r  ~  { - F ) t r  =  n i l  [ { a } ^  +  [ is /z / jv  [TM o s h ] M
, M O  
IB/A +

T s h i n [Tm o s h ] { v ) b / a  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { ^ b / a ] +  mi {5}/N (34)
m o -

Placing the unknowns on the left hand side results in

~  _  m i [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] W } b / a
i IN MO

T s h i n [Tm o s h ] M b /a  +  2 T s h i n [Tm o s h ] M b /a ]  +

m i {9}IN (35)
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It is required to solve for the reaction forces in the model frame because FbrL is known 

to be zero because of the free translation in the x direction in the model frame. This 

will then allow for the system to be solved using the twelve available equations.

[Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { T } b r  ~  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { F } t r  ~

m i  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { a } s / x  =  m i [Tm o s h ] { r } s / A  +

2 TW/jvj [Tm o s h ] { v } b / a \ +  mi { 9 } IN  (36)

where

r i  M O  
i a i B / A  ~

and

aM O
B / A

0

0

{ F ) b r  = r ?M O
B R y

t? M O  
?  B R z

(37)

(38)
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Writing Equation 36 in terms of the state variables results in

P s h jv ]  [ T m o s h ] —  [ T s h i n ] [ T m o s h ]

-mxa™fA

I? MO 
BRy

jpMO
r BRz

jpMO
t TRx

jpMO
TRy

jpMO
TRz

=  ™ i [ W a  + T s h i n [Tm o s h ] {r }" °  +  2 TSHIN [Tm o s h ] M b / a ]  +

m i {g}IN (39)

R otational Dynamics of the Translating Mass

This derivation begins with Euler’s moment equation in the model coordinate 

frame with the moments taken about the centre of mass of m i

(40)

where {u?g0 } an<l {» b ° } are the angular velocity and acceleration of the model 

coordinate frame. These are known from the ship motions. The external moments 

being applied on mi are

£  {M }" ° = -  {M }" °  +  {r }" °  x { F } " °  +  { r f j °  x {F }" °  (41)
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Substituting Equation 40 into Equation 41 and moving all the unknowns to the left 

hand side will result in

{ M } “ °  -  { M } “ °  +  { r} "S  x { F ) tS  +  M 5 /b  x { F } ^

[Is] M ? °  +  {W} " °  x [IB] {u}%°  (42)

, M O , A / O

Where a g °  =  a ^ °  and u ^ °  = because the bottom mass is a rigid body and 

is not rotating about any of the axis in the model frame.

In order to represent Equation 42 in terms of the state variables, the cross products 

can be expanded to

W bh° {M } tr

r M O t?MO    „
' R / B y  T R z  '

M O  p M O  
R / B z  T R y

M O p M OT ,MO
R / B z r  T R x  R / B x  T R z

ipMO

M O p M O M O
R / B x  T R y  R / B y  T R x

tt'MOi T’

+

M O  p M O  M O  jpMO  
A / B y  B R z  A / B z  BRy

M O  rrM O  _  m o  j p m o
A / B z  B R x  ’ A / B x r  B R z

M O  pMO I a i B R y

M O  . .  r r  l r i MO

      r M O  rpMO
A / B x r  B R y  A / B y  B R x

[ISea) M ? °  +  X [iBca) {“ }a U (43)

Remembering that and are equal to zero, and writing Equation 43 with

expanded vectors produces

M ™ M O  l?m o
7 R / B y  T R z

M °  p M O  
'  R / B z r T R y

M % ° — [Tt o m o ] M ™ + M °  TT'MO
' R / B z r T R x

M O  p M O  
'  R / B x  T R z

+

_ M b °_ 0 M O  p M O  
1 R / B x  T R y

M O  p M O  
1 R / B y r  T R x

M O  p M O  r
A / B y  B R z  T

,MO p M O  
A / B z  BR y

M °  j?m o
A / B x r  B R z

M O  rpMO 
1 A / B x r  BR y

[•I b c g ] { a ) T  + M r  X  [IBcg] ( u } ma °  ( 4 4 )
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Writing this in terms of the state variables produces

M O  
'  A / B z

r MO  
A / B y 1 0 0 0

0
M O  
'  A / B x 0 1 0

r M O  
1 R / B z

M O  
' A / B x 0 0 0 1

r MO  
f  R / B y

„MO M O  
R / B z  ' R / B y

0

M O

M O
R/Ba

0

[T t o m o ]

zpMO 
r  B R y

rpMO 
r  B R z

M%g

r?MO
T R x

rpMO 
T R y

jpMO 
t T R z

MtRx 

Mtrv
\

= [iBca] w r + M r  x [i Bcg\ M r  (45)

Translational Dynam ics of the R otating M ass

Starting from Newton’s equation applied to m2, the sum of the forces acting on 

ra2 in the inertial frame are

(F}IN = m2 W ?  (46)

From the free body diagram (Figure 15) it is seen that the only external forces
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are the reaction forces at point R  and the applied external force {F}^ so that

£ { F } " '  =  { F } '"  +  {F } '''' +  m2 {9} " ' (47)

Substituting Equation 47 into Equation 46 results in

m 2 W f  =  { F } £  +  { F } ^  +  m2 {5}i IN I N i I N (48)

From the kinematic solution, the acceleration of point T  was solved in the inertial 

frame. Substituting the kinematic solution results in

r n 2[{a } 1R +  T s h i n  {Tm o s h ] [ T t o m o ] { t' } t °r  +  

[Tm o s h ]T s h i n T t o m o W t /k  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] T t o m o M TO  i 
T / R l

{ F } ITNR + { F } ^ + m 2{ g } ^  (49)i I N I N

In Equation 49, the second derivative of the rotation matrix from the top frame to

the model frame, 

results in

T t o m o , is not known. Substituting the expression for T t o m o

m2 WJT+ T s h i n [Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] {r }r/flF2 T s h i n  [T m o s h ] ^Tt o m o
r \T O  
i  nT/R

+  [Fsh/jv] [Tm o s h ] I Q

cos 6 — sin# 0 - # 2 sin# —#2 cos # 0

— sin# — cos# 0 + —#2 cos# —#2 sin # 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

= {FYtNr +  { F } 7  + m 2 {g (50)
, I N

r i t o  
v } t / r

I N
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Expanding the equation produces

m2 f i/if , 
{ a J  R  + TS H I N [Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] { r } r / f l + 2 T s h i n [Tm o s h ] T t o m o {r} T O

T / R

+  [Tm o s h ] ( 0

rT?RxCOsd ~ rT°RySind

rTO
T / R x

+

~ r T?Rx®2 s i n  9  ~  r T % y 92  C O S  6

- 4 / V 2 cos 9 -  rTfRy02 sin 9

sin 9 — r™R cos 9

{F } tNr + +  m 2 {<?}'" (51)
, / J V IN

Defining

r™RxCOS0- r r/Ty sin 9 - r ^ J 2 s i n 9 ~~TT%y92 COs9

{A} = ~ rV / R x ^ 0 - - rV/Ry COS° and{B} = - rT°Rx92 COs6~- rT°Ry02 s m 0

0 0
(52)

and rewriting Equation 51 leads to

r r  i  I N  .m 2[{a}R +  

2

T s h i n

T s h i n

[Tm o s h ] [Tt o m o ] {p Yt / r  +

[Tm o s h ] T t o m o W t / h  +  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { B } +

[Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] {A}9] -  { F } ^  +  { F } 1̂  -  m2 { g } lN (53)1 i n 1 IN



Substituting the expression for {a}^v from Equation 23 results in

47

^ { ^ Y a +  Tshin [Tmosh] Y J b/a +  2 

[Ts h in] [Tmosh] {a}s/A +  

[Tmosh] [Ttomo] {r )r/H +  2

Tshin

Tsh in

Tsh in

[Tmosh] { v }%° + 

[Tmosh] {^}r/b +

[Tmosh] ■ t o m o
M t o  , 

T / R  +

[Ts h in] [Tmosh] {B}  +  [Ts h i n] [Tmosh] {-<4}$]

{f YtNr +  { F Y Y  -  m 2 {g}'"  (54)IN I N

Rearranging so the unknowns are on the left hand side yields

[Tsh in] [Tmosh] {F}Yr ~  m 2 [Ts h in] [Tmosh] {o-Jb /a
MO

HI2 [Ts/f/jv] [Tmosh] {^4}# =  m 2[{<T\IA + Tshin [Tmosh] { r} " °  +

Tshin

^sh/jvJ [Tmosh] +

[Tmosh] [Ttomo] {r Yt^r +  2

Tshin

Tshin

[Tmosh] { r}MO
R / B

[Tmosh] Ttomo V f T / R

+  [Ts h i n] [Tmosh] {B}] -  {FYJY — ra2 {gY™ (55)1 I N
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Writing Equation 55 in terms of the state variables results in

— m 2 [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] { - 4 }  [Ts h i n ] [Tm o s h ] —m 2 [Ts h i n ] [T m o s h ]

— m 2[{a}^v +  [ T m o s h ]  { t } b / a  +  ^ T s h i n  [ T m o s h ]  { v } q ^  +

T s h i n [Tm o s h ] { r } “ °  + T s h i n [T m o s h ] [Tt o m o ] ( r } t / h  +T / R

rpMO
T R x

p M O  
T R y

j?MO 
* T R z

a MO
B/A

T s h i n  [T m o s h ] T t o m o ]  M t / k

+  [Ts/t/at] [ T m o s h ]  {&}] — { F } 1̂  — m 2 { g } IN  (56)

Rotational Dynam ics o f the R otating M ass

This portion of the derivation begins with Euler’s moment equation in the top 

coordinate frame with the moments taken about the centre of mass of m2 (Point T)

E  {M}™ =  [/Tco] {a}™  +  {u,}™ x [ITca] M TO (57)

From the free body diagram (Figure 15) the only external moments are the reaction 

moments, the moments caused by the reaction forces at point R, and the moment 

caused by the applied external force { F } A such that

(58)
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The applied moment is known in the inertial frame, and the solution for the reaction 

forces is in the model frame. Transforming the forces into the top coordinate frame 

allows the expression to be written as

W ? °  =  { t } TFa x  [Tm o t o ] [T s h m o } [ T / j v s / / ]  { E } ^ /Ar +  [ T m o t o ] { ^ } t r  +

W ™  X [ T m o t o ]  {F }TRMO (59)

Substituting Equation 59 into Equation 57 results in

x  [Tm o t o } [Ts h m o ] [T i n s h ] { T } 1̂  +  [Tt o m o ] { ^ T } t r  +

{•r } t °r  x [Tm o t o ] {■F } T R M O  = [ITcg] {a}™  +  M ™  x [ITcg\ {U}T°  (60)

Since rotation of the top coordinate frame is known with respect to the model axes, 

the total rotation of the top mass and the derivatives can be written as

{6}TT°  =  {9}™ + { 9 } ^ bTO i TO (61)

where,

r  i T O  r  i  TO  , r  1 TO{u>}T  — {a;} B + v ^ s t / b

r  -j TO  I f  1 TO{ q}t  — +  \O iJ rp jg

r .\To _  
\UJ}t / B  ~

0

0

(62)

(63)

(64)
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Substituting these expressions into Equation 60 results in

x [Tm o t o } [Ts h m o ] [Ti n s h ] { F } 1̂  +  [Tt o m o ] { ^ } t r  +

{r}TT°R x [TT o m o ]  { F } ? £  =  [ITcg] ({* }TB°  + {a}™  )+

( M ™  +  x [/tco] ( M ™  +  ) (65)

Rearranging Equation 65 such that the unknowns are on the left hand side yields

MtiL

M T R y +  { r } TT °R x [ T m o t o ]  {F -  [ITca]

( M S °  +  {w}t/b) x +  { ^ I t/b )  +  [ I t c g I W ™  +

i r } ^ A  x [Tm o t o ] [Ts h m o ] [T i n s h ] { F } 1̂  (66)

The cart dynamic solution is obtained by solving Equations 39, 45, 56, and 66 

simultaneously. Combined, twelve equations are available to solve for the twelve 

unknown state variables.

2.2.4 Interface Force

Figure 16 shows schematic representations of a postural model (the expanded 

Graham model or the inverted pendulum model) interacting with a typical unsteady 

shipboard load (either a pendulating load or a co-planar cart load). In both cases, 

the postural model is attached to the unsteady load by the directed element shown 

schematically in Figure 17.

The directed element consists of a tension/compression force-producing member
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Figure  16: Schematic representation of postural stability models interacting with 
the pendulating load (top) and cart load (bottom).

k  cablevvvw
Ccable

Figure  17: Directed element model.
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that can generate forces that depend upon the relative position and relative velocity 

between its two attachment points as well as some nonlinear behaviours. As imple

mented, the directed element has distinct linear stiffness properties in the tension 

and compression directions; distinct viscous damping properties in the tension and 

compression directions; as well as options for tension-only, compression-only, and no 

transmitted force behaviours to represent tension lines/cables, unattached push poles, 

and loss of contact situations, respectively.

2.3 Stand-alone C om puter Im plem entation

The mathematical models are implemented in two simulation environments. The 

first environment is a Fortran monolithic simulation.The second is a distributed sim

ulation environment running separate executables for each of the different models. 

This section will explain the Fortran simulation environment.

The solutions for the dynamics of the stability and load models as well as the cou

pling force have been implemented in separate Fortran subroutines. Each subroutine 

solves the system of equations for the unknowns. The main simulation executable, 

named DEPSM, controls the inputs, such as the perscribed ship motion, and then 

calls the required subroutines. Each subroutine has a required input file that will be 

discussed. The inverted pendulum model presented by Langlois [44] is implemented 

in this simulation environment and can be used with the models described in the 

previous sections such that the inverted pendulum stability model can be used with 

the cart load model.

There are required inputs for the main executable DEPSM that are provided via 

an ASCII input file. The input file provides data on the length of the simulation, 

the incremental time step, type of motion selected, as well as selection of which 

stability and load models will be used in the simulation. The length of the simulation
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Table 2: NATO Sea State Numerical Table for the Open Ocean North Atlantic

Significant Wave Height (m) Modal Wave Period (sec) 

Sea State Number Range Mean Most Probable

0 -  1 0 - 0.1 0.05 -

2 0.1 - 0.5 0.3 7.5

3 0.5 - 1.25 0.88 7.5

4 1.25 - 2.5 1.88 8.8

5 2.5 - 4 3.25 9.7

6 4 - 6 5 12.4

7 6-9 7.5 15.0

and the time step are defined for the DEPSM function and passed to the stability 

and load model functions. This environment allows for several different excitation 

motions. There is an option for representative ship motion based on the sea state, 

ship speed, and ship heading; prescribed motions from an input file; as well as no 

motion at all. Sea state is a standardization developed by NATO in 1983 [49]. The 

sea conditions represented by each sea state can be seen in Table 2. These motions 

are provided to the stability and load functions and are relative to the centre of mass 

of the ship. These motions are converted in the stability or load model functions 

to be defined at the attachment point of the model on the deck. There is also the 

ability to select the required stability and load models for simulation. This allows for 

the selection between the models presented here and the inverted pendulum stability 

model presented by Langlois [44] or a pendulating load model developed as part of 

the broader PSM project.

The input files for the stability and load models require information on their 

geometric and inertial properties. There are certain length vectors that need to be 

known. For example, the position of the centre of mass relative to the attachment
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point A  is needed for the Graham model. For the cart model there are additional 

lengths needed, such as the distance from the centre of mass m t to the articulation 

point of mass m2, as well as the vector from the centre of mass m 2 to the location of 

the applied external force. One of the important input parameters for all the models 

is the placement on the ship deck. This could be defined to be anywhere relative to 

the centre of mass location.

The interface model has also been implemented in a Fortran function. This model 

is capable of limiting the magnitude of the interface force. As well, there is an option 

available to not even include the interface force at all. A visualization of the flow of 

the DEPSM simulation is provided in Figure 18. The simulation starts by calculating 

the ship motion at the position on the deck where the stability model is placed. Input 

data on the desired ship motion is provided from DEPSM.inp file. The executable 

then selects the subroutine for the stability model that is desired. It then calculates 

the desired load model. The stability and load models have input files that provide 

the physical parameters for the model. Finally the interface force model is calculated 

and the tension is then used for the stability and load models.

The DEPSM simulation runs very quickly such that a 5000 step simulation takes 

approximately 5 seconds to complete.

2.4 VFD -R T Sim ulation Im plem entation

The Virtual Flight Deck - Real Time (VFD-RT) is a simulation environment de

veloped by Kin Wing Tsui in the Carleton University Applied Dynamics Laboratory 

several years ago. The motivation for the development of this simulation environment 

was to make programming of a distributed simulation easy for new users specializing 

in marine simulations. The full development of the software can be found in Refer

ence [1], This section will provide a brief overview of the software followed by the
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implementation of the stability and load models in this simulation infrastructure.

The VFD-RT is a distributed simulation environment for simulation of maritime 

systems. This framework is similar to the common and very in-depth HLA simulation 

framework, STD 1516.2-2010. The use of the HLA architecture was a requirement 

asked by DRDC for the PSM project. Since the VFD-RT is a similar framework it 

was selected. The VFD-RT uses a provider and client method of determining commu

nications. A provider is said to supply data for the other executables attached to the 

VFD-RT, where a client is said to take certain required data from the VFD-RT. In 

order to achieve the communications between executables, they all must be connected 

to the VFD-RT. All connections and communication within the VFD-RT are made 

using the Windows communication protocols. For example, in order to connect to the 

main VFD-RT module, it searches for all windows running tha t have the VFD-RT 

ID attached to them. Unlike the HLA, the executables attached to the VFD-RT do 

not need to be part of a federation, as well, the data sent between providers and 

clients does need to be contained within an eighteen-cell array and cannot be sent 

as a custom predefined class. A comparision between the VFD-RT and HLA can be 

seen in Figure 19. The data is transferred by copying the d a ta  to the windows clip

board, which is then picked up by the main VFD-RT program. The decision to define 

the data transfer size was made by the developer because he had assumed that the 

largest required data package that would need to be passed in the simulation would 

be the ship motions for displacement, velocity, and acceleration. This was chosen in 

order to maintain the simplicity for the user in creating new models. The challenge 

of knowing which data is coming from which executable connected to the VFD-RT 

is solved by assigning an ID number to any provider executable as it is connected to 

the VFD-RT. This way it can be known which executable the data is coming from, 

and therefore the data that the executable is providing. This also means that there is 

a requirement to know which executables will be needed for the simulation, and the
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order in which they will be connected to the VFD-RT.

VFD-RT HLA

ClientProvider F edera te  2F edera te  1

VFD-RT RTI

F igure  19: Connection and data transfer comparison between the VFD-RT and 
HLA architectures.

Since the VFD-RT is a similar distributed simulation environment to the HLA 

architecture, the postural stability and load models are implemented in the VFD-RT 

framework. It has also been proved that a VFD-RT provider or client can quickly be 

converted into an HLA federate if that is desired. Each of the  stability models have 

been included as a VFD-RT provider/client. A provider/client is both a provider 

and client at the same time. It is able to connect to the VFD-RT to provide data 

as well as take the required data. A client is able to take data  from two different 

provider sources. The simulation diagram is provided in Figure 20. The stability 

models require the ship motion input, which is provided from a ship motion provider, 

as well as the tension vector of the interface link. These models provide the position 

and velocity of the attachment point of the link to calculate the interface force. The
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load models also take the ship motion data and the tension vector on the link. They 

provide the location and velocity of the attachment point to calculate the tension 

vector. The interface force requires the data on the attachment points of each of the 

models, and provides the tension vector.

Ship M o t i o n  

Provider
In te r f a c e  T ension  

M o d e l

i

C a b le
t t k

S h ip  M o tio n s T ension

r f
Load

C able
S ta b ility

C ab le
S ta b ility

S h ip  M o tio n s C ab le
Load

Ship M o tio n s T ension T en sio n
1 t

Load M o d e l  

( P e n d u l u m  or Cart)

Stability Model 
(Graham or Inverted 

Pendulum)

Virtual Flight Deck -  Real Time (VFD-RT)

Figure 20: Connection and data transfer between VFD-RT executables.

Each of the VFD-RT federates has a Fortran subroutine linked to the executable. 

This is accomplished using Microsoft Visual Studio 2003 which applies a dynamic link 

to the object file. This ensures that the model being used is exactly consistent between 

the DEPSM and VFD-RT simulations. They are both using the same subroutines 

to calculate the motions and forces. This also provides a method of verifying the 

VFD-RT simulation with the DEPSM simulation.
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2.5 Com puter Sim ulation Verification

Using the two development environments, DEPSM and VFD-RT, allows verifi

cation of the VFD-RT simulation using the DEPSM simulation. The verification 

was performed using general ship motion representative of a frigate operating in an 

elevated sea state.

In order for the ship motion to be provided to the VFD-RT, a general motion 

provider must be used. This is one of many basic programs for performing general 

tasks such as sending general ship motion from a text file, as well as viewing the data 

in real time. These programs have all been previously validated and are known to 

function correctly.

There were several cases tested in order to verify the VFD-RT simulation environ

ment. To satisfy the verification, it was required that all results be exactly the same. 

This is because, as mentioned previously, the VFD-RT programs are using the same 

subroutines as the DEPSM simulation to calculate the model dynamics. This verifi

cation was to determine if the communication between the executables was working 

correctly to and from the VFD-RT and that the subroutines were being executed in 

the correct order. The results from testing the Graham model using the DEPSM 

environment and the VFD-RT environment can be seen in Figures 21 through 26. It 

can be seen that the results from the simulations run using the  DEPSM environment 

and the VFD-RT environment are overlapping and therefore the same. Similar re

sults were obtained for other permutations of the available models. Therefore, the 

simulations have been verified against each other.
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F igure  21: Longitudinal force (Fx) computed using GRM3D implemented in the 
VFD-RT (solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).
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F igure  22: Lateral force (Fy) computed using GRM3D implemented in the VFD-RT 
(solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).
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F igure  23: Vertical force (Fz) computed using GRM3D implemented in the VFD-RT 
(solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).
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F igure  24: Longitudinal moment (Mx) computed using GRM3D implemented in 
the VFD-RT (solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).
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F igure  25: Lateral moment (M y) computed using GRM3D implemented in the 
VFD-RT (solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).
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F igure  26: Vertical moment (M z) computed using GRM3D implemented in the 
VFD-RT (solid) and the DEPSM simulation environments (dashed).



Chapter 3

M odel V alidation

3.1 Overview

This chapter discusses the validation experiments performed to validate the the

oretical models. There are two methods that were used to  validate the Graham 

stability models. The first method involved comparing the results from the Graham 

model to that of the locked inverted pendulum model developed by Langlois [44]. It 

was assumed that by locking the articulation at the pendulating joint of the inverted 

pendulum model, it would collapse into the Graham model, and therefore produce 

similar results. The second method of validation was through experimentation us

ing full-scale physical hardware designed and built for the purpose of validating these 

models. The physical models were constructed in order to be attached to a six-degree- 

of-freedom motion platform. The force and moment data at the  base of the model are 

collected in the experiments and can be compared to the results from the simulation 

for validation. Since the cart model is not stable without any control, the model 

was stabilized using a linear spring and damper in the translational direction, and 

a rotational spring and damper about the rotation axis. The validation is obtained 

by exciting the model with a sinusoidal linear or angular displacement at several

63
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frequencies and comparing the results to known frequency response curves. Valida

tion of the coupled models is obtained by comparing the results from simulation and 

the measured experimental results. The next section provides the validation of the 

Graham stability model compared to the inverted pendulum model, followed by the 

vibration analysis for the cart validation, and finally the validation of the Graham 

model through experimentation.

3.2 Validation of the Graham  Stab ility  M odel w ith  

the Locked Inverted Pendulum

The formulation of the GRM3D postural stability model can be thought of as a 

special case of a more general articulated inverted pendulum postural stability model 

with all articulation degrees of freedom constrained. Therefore, comparing GRM3D 

with a model such as PSM3D with its two articulation joints locked provides a com

putational means of partially validating GRM3D. Details of the PSM3D inverted 

pendulum model as well as its complete derivation are documented in Reference [44]. 

Briefly, the spatial inverted pendulum model is a postural stability model. The model 

is derived in three dimensions assuming a single link inverted pendulum with the two 

rotation centres located at the attachment point at the base. The model is free to 

rotate about the two rotation axes. In order for the model to be stable, a simple 

active controller has been added. The model solves for the  interface forces at the 

attachment point, the angle of the model with respect to the  two rotation axes, and 

the interface moments. To avoid reformulating the PSM3D model, the final set of 

governing dynamic equations, that conventionally are solved to obtain the three com

ponents of the interface force (Fx, Fy, and Fz), the interface moment (Mz), and the
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Table 3: Simulation parameters used for validating GRM3D against PSM3D

Parameter Value

m 78 kg

IXX 47.2 kg m2

lyy 47.2 kg m2

Izz 1 kg m2
-MO

C G I  A {0.0 0.0 0.9}t m

g 9.81 m/sec2

relative angular accelerations about each of the two orthogonal axes forming the ar

ticulation joint (9X and 9y), were reformulated for the constrained case by moving 

the now known 9X and 9y to the right hand side of the equation and relocating the 

previously known ankle moments (Mx and My) to the left hand side. With the ar

ticulation locked, 9X and 9y as well as their time derivatives are always zero. With 

the reformulation of the final equations, the PSM3D model could be used to solve 

for the six force and moment components evaluated by the GRM3D model. Further, 

in making this change, the PSM3D model no longer required numerical integration 

but rather, in principle, became a simple function evaluation. Numerical integration 

of the model was retained to minimize the extent of recoding of the PSM3D model 

required to include the option for locking the articulation joint.

For the computational validation, simulation conditions were set up using the 

physical parameters listed in Table 3 corresponding to those originally proposed by 

Graham [35] and typical ship motion representative of a frigate operating on an 

oblique heading, at moderate speed, in sea state four conditions. Using the same 

initial conditions, both the GRM3D and PSM3D models were run for a 60 second 

duration.

The simulation results for each force component direction obtained from both
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models are presented in Figures 27 through 32. As it can be seen from the simulation 

results, relatively close agreement is found between the full dynamic solution provided 

by PSM3D and the quasi-static solution obtained from GRM3D. Of interest is the 

fact that identical results are obtained for the yaw moment (Mz). Differences between 

models are currently attributed to the method used for constraining the articulation 

joint in the PSM3D model. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

3.3 C om putational Validation o f th e  Cart Load 

M odel

The cart model is computationally validated by separating the translational and 

rotational degrees of freedom and validating them separately. The cart model is 

stabilized by adding a translational directed spring and damper element along the 

translational axis between the deck and cart; as well as a similar torsional directed 

element between the lower and upper cart bodies. The resulting stable model is 

validated by comparing the forced frequency responses of the system to the theoretical 

responses.

Adding the spring and damper for the translating body added external forces

being applied to the body. This required the modification of Equation 32 with the

addition of the spring and damper forces resulting in

E p I N  _  B I N  B I N  „  p*IN , -MO , i.dWO {a7\
~  * B R  ~  * T R  ~  m l 9  +  CVb /A  +  k r B / A  ( ° 7 )

This modification is carried through the equations presented previously in Sec

tion 2.2.3 and the resulting translational governing equation was found.

The physical parameters for validating this model are given in Table 4. These 

values do not have to be compared to any physical apparatus, thus the values were
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Figure 27: Longitudinal force (Fx) for typical ship motion computed using GRM3D 
(dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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Figure 28: Lateral force (Fy) for typical ship motion computed using GRM3D 
(dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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Figure 29: Vertical force (Fz) for typical ship motion computed using GRM3D 
(dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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Figure 30: Longitudinal moment (Mx) for typical ship motion computed using 
GRM3D (dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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F igure  31: Lateral moment (M y) for typical ship motion computed using GRM3D 
(dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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F igure 32: Vertical moment (M z) for typical ship motion computed using GRM3D 
(dashed) and PSM3D (solid).
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T able 4: Simulation parameters used for CRT3D validation

Parameter Value

raj 78 kg

m2 22 kg

Ixxl 10 kg m2

lyyi 10 kg m2

Izzl 1 kg m2

Ixx2 10 kg m2

Iyy2 10 kg m2

hz2 1 kg m2
r M O
t c g / a {0.0 0.0 0.9}T m

g 9.81 m/sec2

chosen for ease of use. The simulation was run for three different damping ratios. For 

each damping ratio the simulation was run for five frequencies. The frequencies were 

selected to be close to the natural frequency in order to see the  increase in amplitude 

as well as the expected change of phase above the system natural frequency.

A similar method was used in order to validate the rotational degree of freedom 

of the model. This method stabilized the rotational degree of freedom by adding a 

torsional spring and damper. This resulted in an added external moment to Equa

tion 57. The simulation was run for three different damping ratios. For each damping 

ratio the simulation was run for five frequencies. The frequencies were selected to be 

close to the natural frequency in order to see the increase in amplitude as well as the 

expected change of phase above the system natural frequency.

The calculated frequencies and amplitudes were compared to the expected results 

from the solution of an analogous single degree-of-freedom spring damper system. 

The translational results have been tabulated in Tables 5 through 7. The rotational
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Table 5: Results from translational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the 
case where £ =  0.35

m  =  20 kg k = 1000 N/m c =  100 Ns/m f n = 1.1 rad /s C =  0.35

Forced Freq. Freq. Ratio Freq. Ratio Amp. Ratio Amp. Ratio

rad/s Simulated Calculated Simulated Calculated

0.8 0.77 0.73 1.27 1.3

1.0 0.86 0.91 1.22 1.2

1.4 1.24 1.27 0.95 1.0

1.8 1.58 1.64 0.55 0.60

2.2 1.97 2.00 0.34 0.35

results have been tabulated in Tables 8 through 10. Comparing the simulation results 

to the expected theoretical values in the tables, the results are found to be similar 

and thus have validated the cart model.

As well as the constant frequency tests, a frequency sweep was performed to 

see the frequency response of the system over frequencies ranging from 0.1 rad/s to 

3.0 rad/s. The frequency sweep was performed with a spring constant of 1000 N/m, 

a damping coefficient of 50 Ns/m, and a total cart mass of 20 kg in the translational 

direction. The resulting frequency response can be seen in Figure 33. It should be 

noted that at the natural frequency the amplitude multiplication factor should be 

approximately 2.8, which can be seen at the peak of the graph. A similar frequency 

sweep was performed for the rotational degree of freedom. For this test the forcing 

frequencies ranged from 0.1 rad /s to 3.0 rad/s with a spring constant of 1000 Nm/rad, 

a damping coefficient of 25 Nsm/rad, and a total cart moment of inertia of 20 kgm2 in 

the rotational direction. The rotational frequency response can be seen in Figure 34. 

Again, the results are consistent with those expected.
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F igure  33: Frequency response for the cart model stabilized with a spring and 
damper in translation for the case where C =  0.17.
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F igure  34: Frequency response for the cart model stabilized with a spring and 
damper in rotation for the case where £ =  0.085.
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Table 6: Results from translational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the 
case where (  = 0.5

m  =  20 kg k = 2000 N/m c =  200 Ns/m f n =  1.6 rad /s C =  0.5

Forced Freq. Freq. Ratio Freq. Ratio Amp. Ratio Amp. Ratio

rad/s Simulated Calculated Simulated Calculated

0.8 0.47 0.50 1.14 1.1

1.0 0.65 0.63 1.24 1.2

1.4 0.90 0.88 1.22 1.25

1.8 1.05 1.13 0.92 0.90

2.2 1.29 1.38 0.61 0.65

T able 7: Results from translational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the 
case where £ =  0.25

m  =  20 kg k =  2000 N/m c =  100 Ns/m f n =  1-6 rad/s C =  0.25

Forced Freq. Freq. Ratio Freq. Ratio Amp. Ratio Amp. Ratio

rad/s Simulated Calculated Simulated Calculated

0.8 0.51 0.50 1.26 1.25

1.0 0.62 0.63 1.62 1.55

1.4 0.85 0.88 1.97 2.00

1.8 1.14 1.13 1.87 1.90

2.2 1.32 1.38 1.22 1.25
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Table 8: Results from rotational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the case 
where £ =  0.35

I  =  20 kgm2 k =  1000 Nm/rad c =  100 Nsm/rad f n =  1.1 rad/s C =  0.35

Forced Freq. 

rad/s

Freq. Ratio 

Simulated

Freq. Ratio 

Calculated

Amp. Ratio 

Simulated

Amp. Ratio 

Calculated

0.8 0.69 0.73 1.24 1.3

1.0 0.88 0.92 1.18 1.2

1.4 1.25 1.27 0.98 1.0

1.8 1.60 1.64 0.53 0.60

2.2 1.96 2.00 0.31 0.35

Table 9: Results from rotational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the case 
where £ =  0.5

I  =  20 kgm2 k =  2000 Nm/rad c =  200 Nsm/rad f n =  1.6 rad/s £ =  0.5

Forced Freq. 

rad/s

Freq. Ratio 

Simulated

Freq. Ratio 

Calculated

Amp. Ratio 

Simulated

Amp. Ratio 

Calculated

0.8 0.53 0.50 1.15 1.1

1.0 0.64 0.63 1.22 1.2

1.4 0.92 0.88 1.27 1.25

1.8 1.14 1.13 0.88 0.90

2.2 1.39 1.38 0.60 0.65
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Table 10: Results from rotational forced frequency excitation on the cart for the 
case where £ =  0.25

I  =  20 kgm2 k =  2000 Nm/rad c =  100 Nsm/rad /„  =  1.6 rad/s c =  0.25

Forced Freq. 

rad/s

Freq. Ratio 

Simulated

Freq. Ratio 

Calculated

Amp. Ratio 

Simulated

Amp. Ratio 

Calculated

0.8 0.47 0.50 1.22 1.25

1.0 0.64 0.63 1.57 1.55

1.4 0.89 0.88 2.07 2.00

1.8 1.10 1.13 1.88 1.90

2.2 1.34 1.38 1.26 1.25
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3.4 Validation of th e Graham  M odel Through Ex

perim entation

The Graham model was computationally validated with the inverted pendulum 

model, but it was also validated using physical apparatus specifically designed to 

represent the theoretical models. The experimental apparatus included a physical 

model of the inverted pendulum, the pendulating load model, the cart load model, and 

a rigid interface connector. The physical models were designed in order to be coupled 

or uncoupled using the interface connector. The experiments were performed on a six- 

degree-of-freedom motion platform. The following section provides a brief overview 

of the design of the apparatus, the validation experiments to  validate the Graham 

model, followed by the validation of the Graham model coupled to the pendulating 

and cart loads.

3.4.1 Experim ental A pparatus

The mechanical hardware used for the validation experiments was developed for 

use on the PSM project contracted by DRDC Atlantic. The apparatus was designed 

and built as part of the broader PSM project. Also, as part of the broader PSM 

project validation of the inverted pendulum and pendulating load models developed 

by Langlois was also performed using the same apparatus. This section will outline the 

design of the apparatus pertinent to the models included in the report; the Graham 

stability and cart load models.

The scale of the apparatus was desired to be 1:1. This would allow the potential for 

future experimentation using human subjects for determining the effects of unsteady 

loads on human postural stability and for tuning the developed models. It was first 

required to determine the feasibility of this scaling. It was determined that at a 1:1
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scale the maximum mass that would be required on the stability models would be 

200 lb (90.7 kg) and for the load models it would be 400 lb (181.4 kg). This weight 

requirement is not excessive relative to the motion platform maximum load and it was 

recognized that thirty-five pound weightlifting plates could be used at an acceptable 

cost. Since this apparatus was also needed to control the inverted pendulum model it 

was critical that the control motors be able to provide the required torques for stability 

and representative actuation. It was found that the maximum torque required would 

be 200 ft-lb (271.2 Nm) at the inverted pendulum rotation centre. This value was 

found through simulation of the inverted pendulum model for a severe ship motion 

case while coupled to a large pendulating load. The torques required in order to 

maintain the apparatus rigid for the representative Graham model would not be in 

excess of the torques required by the inverted pendulum in the test case. It was 

found that this torque was feasible with a geared servo-motor system. Based on these 

considerations and the available hardware budget it was decided to proceed with 

design of the system using the 1:1 scale.

Graham M odel Apparatus Design

The design of the Graham model apparatus was coupled to the design of the in

verted pendulum apparatus. Since the design was coupled, many of the more stringent 

design requirements for this apparatus came from the requirements of the inverted 

pendulum model. This section outlines the design of the apparatus that is used as the 

physical apparatus for validating both the inverted pendulum and Graham stability 

models.

To achieve the control torque of up to 200 ft-lb (271.2 Nm) required for the in

verted pendulum model, Kollmorgen AKM-42E electric servo motors were paired with 

Apex Dynamics AE-120-100 and AER-120-100 gear sets as can be seen in Figure 35.
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These gear sets provide a large reduction ratio of 100:1 so th a t the rated motor out

put torque of 2.3 ft-lb (3.1 Nm) is sufficient. For the maximum anticipated pendulum 

rotational speed of 30 degrees per second, approximately 500 RPM motor speed is 

expected. This operating state is within the AKM-42E motor capability for continu

ous operation. The AER-120-100 gearbox, which includes a 90 degree elbow between 

gear stages, is required so that the drive system attached to the moving portion of 

the inverted pendulum universal joint does not strike the ground during motion.

The spatial inverted pendulum uses a unique form of control input. Unlike clas

sical examples of inverted pendulums, control torque is given to a single rotation 

centre comprised of two intersecting, perpendicular axes of rotation. This feature 

is a requirement to accurately re-create the dynamic model of the spatial inverted 

pendulum with two degrees of rotational freedom. Such torque input is enabled using 

a custom-designed universal joint, shown in Figure 36. Two perpendicular rotation 

pins are machined to interface with the keyed output shafts of the AE-120 and AER- 

120 gear sets. Torque from the gear sets is then applied to the  rotation centre of the 

inverted pendulum through the two intersecting perpendicular axes of these rotation 

pins. A custom U-joint was required for this application to accommodate the large 

diameters of the AE-120 and AER-120 gear set output shafts. The U-joint component 

used four off-the-shelf ball bearings and laser-cut mild steel structures. Components 

were joined using MIG welding. The U-joint was installed on two laser-cut steel discs 

with hole patterns that allow the inverted pendulum base to  be rotated in 15 degree 

increments relative to the base structure on which it is mounted.

The spatial inverted pendulum, shown in Figure 35, was completed using 1.5” 

(3.81 cm) schedule 40 steel pipe affixed atop the U-joint to  rigidly hold the 35 lb 

(15.9 kg) mass plates at a desirable distance from the rotation centre. Up to five 

mass plates can be accommodated at any time.

For use of the apparatus for the Graham stability model, there is an angled locking



AE-120-100 gearbox
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F igure  35: Spatial inverted pendulum physical model.
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Figure  36: Inverted pendulum custom-designed universal joint.

plate made out of mild steel. The steel plate is attached to the two faces of the U-joint 

opposite the gear boxes and motors. The locking plate once attached stops rotation 

through the U-joint causing the inverted pendulum to act in the same way as the 

rigid body Graham model.

C a rt Load A p p a ra tu s  D esign

The cart load hardware consists of two moving components: a translating base and 

a rotational structure mounted atop the translating base. The intent of this design 

is to facilitate reconfiguration of the hardware to accommodate various motion states 

including single degree of freedom translation or combined translation and rotation. 

The translating base, shown in Figure 37, travels within two guide rails comprised of 

structural steel C-channel and off-the-shelf roller guides. The C-channel is sized to 

provide adequate stiffness of the support structure.
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Figure  38: Solid model of the assembled cart load arrangement.

Translation of the rotational structure relative to the translating base is con

strained by ball bearings and shear pins, also seen in Figure 37. By installing one 

shear pin, rotation is allowed about its axis. The shear pin can be installed in any 

one of three bearing locations to allow reconfigurable rotation centres for the cart 

load. Rotation is prevented when shear pins are installed in any two of the bearing 

locations. The rotational structure is supported by four ball transfers that act on a 

large laser cut steel sheet. This sheet is backed by a steel frame structure designed 

to cover the expected path of the ball transfers to the greatest extent possible.

A section of 1.5” (3.81 cm) schedule 40 steel pipe is mounted at one end of the 

rotational structure, serving as a location where interface forces can be applied. The 

rotational structure is also the mounting location for up to  eleven 35 lb (15.9 kg) 

mass plates. Figure 38 shows the assembled cart load hardware.
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Figure 39: Implementation of the tension/compression link with the cart load model.

Interface Connection Apparatus D esign

Interface forces between the actively-controlled spatial inverted pendulum and the 

dynamic load hardware are transferred via a rigid tension/compression link. The link 

is made of steel pipe segments and a combination of right and left-handed threaded 

rods for simple length adjustment. The link connects to the inverted pendulum and 

dynamic load hardware using steel set screw collars which fasten to the 1.5” (3.81 cm) 

steel pipe used in all three primary hardware systems. To allow the necessary degrees 

of freedom between the inverted pendulum and dynamic load systems, a universal 

joint connects the steel pipe to one of the set screw collars while a spherical bearing 

rod-end connects the other. These connections allow sufficient degrees of freedom to 

obtain a link which is subjected only to tensile or compressive forces. Figure 39 shows 

how the tension/compression link is implemented to connect the spatial inverted 

pendulum to the cart load.
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Table 11: Simulation parameters used with GRM3D and PSM3D

Parameter Value

m 63.7 kg

IXX 78555 kg m2

lyy 777746 kg m2

Izz 6060 kg m2
- M O
t CG/A {-0 .6  0.34 0.75}t m

g 9.81 m/sec2

3.4.2 E xperim ental V alidation o f th e G raham  Stability  

M odel

The main results from the Graham stability model were the reaction forces and 

moments acting at the base of the model. The test cases are designed to isolate these 

variables and incrementally increase the degrees of freedom being validated. For the 

experimentation, the weight added to the apparatus was 70 lbf (31.75 kg) . The 

parameters of the physical model were calculated from the Pro Engineer CAD model 

used to design the hardware. The physical parameters were calculated within the 

program and are provided in Table 11

To isolate a translational acceleration, a constant frequency sinusoidal sway mo

tion was used. This motion profile allowed for isolation of a  translational degree of 

freedom, as well as providing a smooth acceleration profile to  the model. In order to 

remain within the motion platform performance limitations, the amplitude of the mo

tion was selected to be 0.1 m with a frequency of 0.5 rad/sec. A second motion profile 

isolated an angular degree of freedom by using a constant frequency sinusoidal roll 

motion. The roll motion had an amplitude of 0.1 rad and a frequency of 0.5 rad/sec
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in order to remain within the platform motion limits. Following the constant fre

quency sinusoidal motion, a frequency sweep sinusoidal motion was performed. This 

motion had the advantage of determining the frequency response of the system. The 

frequency sweep was performed for both a single degree of freedom translational and 

angular motion in the sway and roll directions respectively. The frequency swept from 

0.1 rad/sec through 0.5 rad/sec. The final validation motion profile for the stability 

models was a six degree of freedom representative ship motion. This general motion 

case was used to validate the model for all six degrees of freedom to ensure the results 

were acceptable. The ship motion was generated based on representative frigate and 

sea state data.

The results from the physical apparatus were the forces and moments at the base 

measured using the load cell. The load cell was sampling results at 100 Hz and 

had high frequency noise. The noise was filtered out using a  fourth-order two-pass 

Butterworth filter. Additional post processing of the data was needed in order to line 

up the experimental coordinate frames with the simulation coordinate frames. The 

experimental coordinate frames can be seen in Figure 40. In  order to compare the 

two sets of results the experimental results were rotated to the dynamic model frame. 

First to note is that the motion platform does not have the same coordinate system 

as the dynamic model. This means that the input motions needed to be rotated to 

the dynamic coordinate system. That required a simple transformation matrix

r„_Platform[T ] =
DynamicModel

1 0 0

0 - 1 0  

0 0 1

(68)

A similar transformation matrix can be used to rotate the forces from the load 

cell to the dynamic model coordinate frame. The angle between the dynamic model
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Figure 40: Coordinate systems for the experimental apparatus compared to the 
dynamic model.

and the load cell frames was approximately measured as 45 degrees

rm LoadCell
[T j =

DynamicM odel

sin 45° cos 45° 0

cos 45° — sin 45° 0

0 0

(69)

Finally, the moments measured from the load cell had to be rotated to the dynamic 

model frame. Since the moment results from a cross product, the vector cannot 

be simply rotated from one coordinate frame to the other like a polar vector, so 

the moment was broken down into the force and position vectors and then rotated. 

Consider the example seen in Figure 41, it can be seen tha t a force and a moment
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F igure  41: Example of breaking moment into force and position vector components.

experienced is equivalent if it was assumed that the force was being applied at a 

distance along the axis. Prom the measurements, the force magnitude was known, 

and therefore the distance along the axis was calculated.

W  = i f /  (70)

The direction of the force vector is known to be along the x  axis of the load cell 

coordinate frame. The definition of a moment is the cross product of the position 

vector with the force vector. Assuming that the load cell coordinate frame is A  and 

the dynamic model coordinate frame is B , the moment about the 2  axis is

M *  =  f?  x P*  (71)

For the moment to be expressed in coordinate system B, the position and force 

vectors must be rotated
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M f  =  R $ r f  x R ab F f  (72)

Using the expression in Equation 72 and the rotation m atrix defined in Equa

tion 69 the moments measured from the load cell were rotated in order to be compared 

to the result from the simulation.

The results for the Graham model simulation and experimental results for the 

general ship motion case can be seen in Figures 42 through 47. It can be seen from 

the graphs that the forces and moments calculated from the simulation are similar to 

those collected from the experimentation.

3.4.3 V alidation o f th e C oupled G raham  M od el w ith  the  

Pendulum  and Cart Loads through E xperim entation

Once the validation of the individual models was completed, the models were 

coupled using the tension and compression link and therefore needed to be validated 

again in this coupled operating mode with the simulation results. The simulation 

model allowed for the coupling of the Graham model with either the pendulum or 

cart load models, resulting in two different configurations that needed to be validated. 

Both of the configurations were validated with the same input motions.

The parameters used for validating the coupled models were similar to those used 

to validate the models separately. The motion inputs used to validate the coupled 

models were linear sinusoidal sway motion with an amplitude 0.1 m and a frequency 

of 0.5 rad/sec. A second motion profile was used to isolate an angular degree of 

freedom and was a constant frequency sinusoidal roll with an amplitude of 0.1 rad 

and a frequency of 0.5 rad/sec. To validate the model for all six degrees of freedom, 

ship motion was generated based on typical frigate and sea state data.

These coupled models were run for two different weights: 0 lbs (0 kg) and 70 lbs
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F igure 42: Longitudinal force (Fx) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the load 
cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure 43: Lateral force (Fy) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the load cell 
results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure  44: Vertical force (Fz) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the load cell 
results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 45: Longitudinal moment (Mx) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the
load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 46: Lateral moment (M y) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the load cell 
results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 47: Vertical moment (Mz) computed using GRM3D (solid) and the load cell
results from the experimentation (dashed).
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(31.75 kg), so that there were 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1 stability model to load model ratios. 

This allowed for more comprehensive validation using the different weights, which 

might have different effects on the physical models. Also, for the cart model, the 

point of rotation of the top mass could be altered, and two rotation configurations 

were investigated. The physical parameters used for the Graham model are the same 

as previously stated and provided in Table 11.

The results from the experimentation have been compared to the simulations. 

Sample results can be seen in Figures 48 through 53 that correspond to the general 

ship motion case with no additional mass plates on the stability model and two mass 

plates on the pendulum load model. Figures 54 through 59 correspond to the general 

motion case with no additional mass plates on the stability model and no mass plates 

on the cart load model. The experimental data have been filtered using a fourth- 

order two-pass Butterworth filter to remove high frequency noise. The simulation 

data has been transformed from the experimental to the simulation coordinate frame. 

The results from both the simulation and experimentation are similar. The results 

show that the coupled models have been validated for the general ship motion case. 

The results for the longitudinal and lateral forces with the pendulum load attached 

showed variations from the experimental trends. This may be due to an error caused 

by the rotation from the experimental to simulation frames. Also, the case with the 

cart load attached the results from the simulation for the lateral moment showed 

variations from the experimental trends.
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Figure 48: Longitudinal force (Fx) computed using GRM3D (solid) coupled to 
pendulum load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 49: Lateral force (Fy) computed using GRM3D (solid) coupled to the pen
dulum load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 50: Vertical force (Fz) computed using GRM3D (solid) coupled to pendulum 
load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 51: Longitudinal moment (Mx) computed using GRM3D (solid) coupled to
pendulum load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure 52: Lateral moment (My) computed using GRM3D (solid) coupled to pen
dulum load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 53: Vertical moment (Mz) computed using GRM3D (solid) couple to pen
dulum load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure  54: Longitudinal force (Fx) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid) coupled 
to cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 55: Lateral force (Fy) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid) coupled to
cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure  56: Vertical force (Fz) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid) coupled to 
cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 57: Longitudinal moment (Mx) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid)
coupled to cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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F igure  58: Lateral moment (My) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid) coupled 
to cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).
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Figure 59: Vertical moment (M2) computed using coupled GRM3D (solid) coupled
to cart load and the load cell results from the experimentation (dashed).



Chapter 4

M il A nalysis

4.1 M il D efinition and C oncept

There are four theoretically-possible modes of Mil onset associated with the Gra

ham stability model: sliding, tipping in the frontal plane, tipping in the sagittal plane, 

and yawing. Four parameters are used to identify these Mil events. These parameters 

are defined in a general form such that they quantify the severity of the respective sea 

conditions without presupposing particular threshold values. The concept of an Mil 

was first presented by Baitis and Applebee [33], and then subsequently generalized 

by Langlois [44] to the format used in this section.

In the case of sliding, the parameter called the sliding index Psude is given by

. / F 2 +  F 2
Psme = V * " (73)

l^zl

Sliding is expected when the value of P sude exceeds the prevailing coefficient of friction 

fi at the interface between the dynamic stability model and the deck.

In the case of tipping in the frontal plane, the relevant parameter called the frontal

99
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plane tipping index P f rcmtai tip is given by

P fronta l tip — (74)
Z

Tipping is expected when the value of P f rCmtai tip exceeds a threshold corresponding 

to the effective stance width.

In the case of tipping in the sagittal plane, the relevant parameter called the 

sagittal plane tipping index P sagittai tip is given by

Tipping is expected when the value of P sagittai tip exceeds a threshold corresponding 

the effective stance length.

In the case of yawing, the relevant parameter, called the yawing index P yaw is 

given by

Yawing is expected when the value of P yaw exceeds a threshold corresponding to the 

effective stance diameter. In summary, the reaction forces and moments determined 

from the stability models, are used to calculate these Mil indices. They provide the 

means for estimating likely onsets of Mil events for rectangular footprints.

Modified Indices for a Generic Footprint

The Graham block model’s only means of resisting any applied moment about 

the x  and y directions is through the location of the normal force. The same is 

true of the inverted pendulum as the current controller does not exploit inertial 

control strategies. If the normal force needs to be applied outside the bounds of the 

footprint, the model is said to tip over. The stance footprint available to generate a

p  ,____j y}
1 sagittal tip ' |jP  |

_ \ m ]l (75)
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sufficient restoring moment was defined arbitrarily in order to generalize the tipping 

index. The required coordinates of the normal force is calculated based on this 

generalized footprint.

Assuming the postural model is no longer attached to the deck at the single

point below the centre of mass, the normal force intersects the deck at a location,

defined by x  and y coordinates, appropriate for countering the tipping moments 

about the x  and y directions. The corresponding distances required to counter the x 

and y moments are

Ty =  7 T  (77)

r* =  ^  (78)

where rx is the distance in the x  direction of the normal force Fz from the centre of 

mass and ry is the distance in the y  direction of the normal force from the centre 

of mass; all expressed in the model coordinate frame. The geometry is illustrated 

schematically in Figure 60. The calculated distances rx and ry define the location 

of the normal force on the ship deck in the model frame relative to the centre of 

mass. In order to determine a tipping incident, the next requirement is to determine 

whether the x  and y location of the normal force is contained within the footprint.

It is assumed that the footprint of the Graham model is defined by n points 

that, when connected in sequence, define a closed polygon. Each vertex of the 

polygon is required to be defined using Cartesian coordinates relative to the centre 

of mass. The location of the normal force would be either inside or outside the 

footprint polygon. An algorithm to find whether the normal force is within the 

polygon requires the angle between the point (rx, ry) of the normal force and the nth 

and n + 1th vertex points, shown in Figure 61. Summing all the angles calculated
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M ,

F igure  60: Normal force location to counteract the tipping moments on the block 
model with a generic footprint

between the vertices results in 360° if the normal force is within the footprint, and 0° 

if the normal force is outside. These values can be used as indicators for determining 

tipping events.

4.2 M il Validation E xperim ents

The footprint Mil determination model presented is validated using a physical 

experiment. This section presents the design of the physical experimental appara

tus for the Mil experiments as well as the validation testing. The results from the 

experiments are summarized and are validated with data obtained on CFAV Quest.

4.2.1 Physical A pparatus D esign

The experimental apparatus is based on the Graham model of a block with hu

manoid mass and inertial properties that can be seen in Figure 62. The apparatus 

is cut out of three-quarter inch SPF plywood in the shape of a stylized humanoid
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F igure  61: Determining the location of the normal force by the angle between the 
vertex points on the polygon footprint.

similar to that originally illustrated by Graham [34]. Three layers of plywood were 

laminated in order to achieve the desired thickness of the humanoid section. The 

scaled drawing of the assembled apparatus is provided in Figure 63. The contact 

surface of the model is attachable to the humanoid section using wood screws. Two 

separate contact footprints were constructed for the stance of the model, one with 

the feet side by side and one with the feet staggered with one foot ahead of the other. 

A scaled drawing has been provided in Figure 64. The side by side stance should 

correspond to the results from the Graham model as the footprint has rectangular 

edges. The staggered footprint was chosen because it is a common alternative stance 

to the side by side stance. A photo of the physical apparatus is provided in Figure 65.

To measure the time and direction of the M il occurrences for the physical appara

tus, on/off contact switches are attached along the outside perimeter of the footprint. 

Each of the switches is connected to a microcontroller manufactured by Arduino. This 

microcontroller is programmed to identify which one of the switches are depressed at 

each time interval. The switches have been attached to the apparatus such that there 

is a known angle from the centre of mass to the individual switch locations. From the
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F igure  62: Stability model presented by Graham for M il detection [35].

switch locations the direction of tipping is known. It must be noted that this model 

is instrumented to only detect tipping Mils of the stability model. Any sliding or 

yawing Mil events must be observed manually. This is not particularly limiting as 

tipping Mil events usually occur first with realistic interface parameter values.

4.2.2 M il D etection  w ith  Stance G eom etry  V alidation Ex

perim ents

The goal of these experiments was to validate that the M il events predicted by 

the stance model agreed in number and occurrence time with those measured during
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Figure  63: Scaled drawing of the Mil man assembled apparatus with staggered 
footprint attached.

the experiment. The validation experiments are designed in order to fulfill this re

quirement. The experiments consisted of placing the experimental apparatus on the 

six-degree-of-freedom motion platform and then to subject the apparatus to simulated 

ship motions. The ship motions used for the validation experiments corresponded to 

seas characterized by sea state five with long-crested waves of 10 metre significant 

wave height. The simulated ship is travelling at a heading of forty-five degrees rela

tive to the wave direction. The resulting ship motions were predominantly in the roll 

direction. To keep the motions within the platform limits, translational motions were 

excluded. Each of the two stance geometries were run with the apparatus facing at 0, 

45, and 90 degrees relative to the simulated ship’s longitudinal axis. This experiment
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can only validate the Mil stance model for the Graham model. It is not possible 

to attach the Mil experimental apparatus with the postural stability load apparatus 

due to differences in their scales.

The data collected from the Arduino microcontroller was w ritten to an output file 

where a depressed switch was indicated by a 1 versus a 0 if not depressed. The file also 

contains which of the switches were being depressed at a given time. The switches 

were labeled on the physical model to ensure the position of each switch was known. 

This file was interpreted manually in order to count the Mils and the time when each 

Mil occurred. An Mil was said to occur if the depression of the  switches changed. It 

was also necessary to investigate the rate of change of the switches because the model 

would occasionally sway back and forth prior to stabilizing. Based on the definition 

of an Mil, each swaying motion in such a case should not be considered as a distinct 

Mil because they are all considered a part of regaining balance following the initial 

MIL The Mil event is used to determine the onset of imbalance, and the count is not 

allowed to proceed until balance is restored. In reality, this means that if a person has 

lost balance and remains unbalanced for a long time it only counts as one Mil event 

until full balance is restored. This is interpreted in the data by only investigating the 

time at which the switch depression is changed and held in this state for over two 

seconds. This was assumed sufficient time to say that full balance was restored.

The simulation was run using the same ship motions as in the physical experi

ments. The physical parameters of the M il experimental apparatus are also known 

and used for the simulation. The results from the simulation are provided in a similar 

format to the results from the switches on the physical apparatus. The x  and y coor

dinates of the normal force are used to determine if the force is being applied within 

the footprint. For each time step the point is checked with the footprint dimensions 

and is said to be within the footprint with a value of 1 and outside of the footprint 

with a value of 0. In order to determine the occurrence of an Mil event this data
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was visually checked. An Mil was said to occur if there was a  change in the normal 

force position from inside the footprint to outside the footprint. Times also occurred 

in the collected data at which point the normal force would change from being inside 

to being outside the footprint rapidly on the edge of the stance. This was counted 

as one Mil event because the balance was not truly restored. Balance was said to be 

restored if there was no change in stance value for 2 seconds.

4.2.3 Com parison o f R esu lts from th e  M il  Stance E xperi

m ents

This section presents the comparison of the results from the physical experiments 

with these from the simulation. Results will be presented for both of the stances 

considered: the side by side (also named straight), and the staggered footprints. A 

complete set of straight results will be presented first.

The motion was run for 100 seconds to collect the data. The ship motions were 

used to run the simulation and the number of Mils were counted from the output 

based on whether the normal force was within the stance geometry or not. Visualiza

tion of the movement of the normal force within the footprint can be seen in Figure 66 

with the cross points being within the footprint and circle points being outside. The 

Mils from the physical experiment and the simulation where the model was at zero 

degrees were counted and the times of occurrence of the Mils can be seen in Table 12.

The same procedure was performed for the staggered footprint. The results from 

the experimental apparatus and the simulation for the apparatus oriented at zero 

degrees can be seen in Table 13. As well, a graph for visualization of the x  and y 

positions in terms of the footprint coordinates is provided in Figure 67. The graph 

of the normal force coordinates shows the location of the normal force required to 

maintain stability on the deck x  and y plane. The solid line represents the perimeter
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Table 12: Mil occurrence times for the straight stance at 0 degrees offset obtained
from the experimental apparatus and simulation

Mil Number Occurrence Time - Experimental Occurrence Time - Simulation

1 3.1 sec 2.62 sec

2 5.96 sec -

3 72.65 sec 70.31 sec

4 82.45 sec 79.75 sec

of the footprint. Since the definition of an Mil is defined when the normal force 

crosses to outside the footprint, this can be seen in the graph by when the points 

change from within to outside the footprint perimeter drawn in the graph.

4.2.4 V alidation A gainst Footprint M odel E xperim entation  

on CFAV Q uest

CFAV Quest is a research vessel operated by DRDC Atlantic for sea trial ex

periments. From November 20th through 28th Quest departed from Halifax, Nova 

Scotia, for a heavy weather sea trial in the North Atlantic Ocean. A postural stability 

experiment from Carleton University’s Applied Dynamics Lab was one of two experi

ments conducted through the trial. Among other related experiments comprising the 

Carleton experiments, the Mil man experimental apparatus was brought on board 

in order to collect data for the footprint model. It was set up on the deck in the 

lab space provided on the ship. The data collection was similar to the data collected 

in the Applied Dynamics Lab at Carleton. The ship motion was measured with a 

six-degree-of-freedom inertial sensor that recorded accelerations, angular rates, and 

angles of the deck. The day of the data collection, the waves were measured at an 

approximate height of 2.5 m (low sea state 5) which provided Mil events but allowed
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Table 13: Mil occurrence times for the staggered stance at 0 degrees offset obtained
from the experimental apparatus and simulation

Mil Number Occurrence Time - Experimental Occurrence Time - Simulation

1 2.87 sec 1.64 sec

2 4.76 sec 6.26 sec

3 9.66 sec 12.23sec

4 15.23 sec 17.13 sec

5 20.80 sec -

6 - 30.12 sec

7 - 36.20 sec

8 39.49 sec 40.56 sec

9 43.87 sec 44.87sec

10 48.64 sec 54.51 sec

11 61.69 sec 58.53 sec

12 66.36 sec 63.36 sec

13 70.76 sec 68.21 sec

14 76.01 sec 73.17 sec

15 79.19 sec 78.45 sec

16 80.95 sec -

the apparatus to maintain balance for most of the experimental time. The data was 

collected in 2 minute sets where the apparatus was oriented a t 0, 45, and 90 degrees 

relative to the longitudinal axis of the ship. Both the straight and staggered footprints 

were used.

The number of Mils were counted from the data obtained using the switches and 

were compared to the results from the simulation. The simulation was run using the 

ship motion collected from the inertial sensor and the physical parameters tabulated 

in the previous section. The occurrence of Mils for the straight stance at 90 degrees
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Table 14: Mil occurrence times for the straight stance at 90 degrees in beam seas
obtained from the experimental apparatus on Quest experiments and simulation

Mil Number Occurrence Time - Experimental Occurrence Time - Simulation

1 4.41 sec 5.8 sec

2 8.08 sec -

3 26.4 sec 28.12 sec

4 31.9 sec 30.55 sec

5 42.2 sec 40.44 sec

6 55.9 sec 47.27 sec

7 65.3 sec 61.03 sec

8 79.9 sec 66.25 sec

9 90.1 sec 85.83 sec

relative to the longitudinal axis of the ship with beam seas can be seen in Table 14. 

Prom this data, the 2 second delay can be seen from the simulation data as well. 

Table 15 provides the Mil occurrences for the staggered stance at 0 degrees relative 

to the longitudinal axis of the ship with beam seas. The data  from other model 

orientations and ship heading also produced similar results. These results show that 

the footprint model has been validated through experimentation on a ship in real 

world conditions at sea.
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Table 15: Mil occurrence times for the staggered stance at 0 degrees in beam seas 
obtained from the experimental apparatus on Quest experiments and simulation

Mil Number Occurrence Time - Experimental Occurrence Time - Simulation

1 32.7 sec 31.41 sec

2 42.76 sec 42.3 sec

3 - 52.75 sec

4 68.6 sec 64.72 sec

5 78.1 sec 72.68 sec

6 87.7 sec 82.04 sec
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F igure  64: Scaled drawing of the straight and staggered footprint configurations.



F igure  65: Physical apparatus with staggered footprint attached for the Mil stance 
model validation.
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Figure 66: Coordinates of the normal force plotted about the straight footprint from 
simulation.
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Figure 67: Coordinates of the normal force plotted about the staggered footprint 
from simulation.
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4.3 Effect o f Stance G eom etry

The previous section outlined the experimentation used to  validate the stance 

model for the occurrences of Mils. This section provides an investigation of the 

effect of stance geometry for a human-sized model. Three different sea states were 

investigated, as well as staggered and straight stance geometries.

Parameters that change the stance geometry for a person are the size of their feet 

and the placement and orientation of their feet relative to each other. For this inves

tigation it was assumed that two people of the same mass and physical characteristics 

were standing with a straight foot stance. One of the people was perscribed to have 

a larger foot length than the other person. The effect of foot size was investigated by 

changing the length of the rectangular footprint. A 100 second simulation was run 

corresponding to sea state 6 conditions with a heading of 90 degrees relative to the 

principal wave direction. This simulation case was chosen because a higher rate of 

Mils occur at this sea state. Two different stances were used for this investigation. 

The two stances had the feet parallel to each other 50 cm apart. One of the stances 

was assumed to be a smaller foot with a length of 6 US which is about 25 cm. The 

other stance was assumed to be a larger foot with a shoe length of 10 US which is 

about 30 cm. For the first test, the two models are set to be facing in the x  direction. 

The results from the test for the smaller footprint can be seen in Figure 68 and the 

larger footprint in Figure 69. In those two simulations the number of Mils did not 

change between the two foot sizes. It can however be seen th a t there is a limit where 

the bigger foot size allows for a longer time being steady, because the normal force 

is within the footprint for longer. Another test was performed where the two models 

are perscribed to be facing the y direction. The results for the smaller footprint can 

be seen in Figure 70 and for the larger footprint in Figure 71. Comparing these two 

cases identifies that one more Mil is predicted for the smaller foot than the larger
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F igure  68: Coordinates of the normal force for 25 cm foot length footprint facing 
the x  direction.

foot. The increase in the number of Mils is not large but it amounts to 36 more Mils 

for the smaller foot every hour versus the larger foot. It should be noted that the 

assumption of the two people in these cases having the same physical parameters is 

not probable. These cases were designed in order to see the effects of each parameter 

individually in order to determine relationships from each parameter on the Mil rate.

Another parameter that can be modified by someone on a ship is the width of 

their stance. In the previous test it was assumed that the person had their feet 50 

cm apart from one outer edge to the other. The next investigation is to see how 

the number of Mils change if they were standing with feet 75 cm apart and 100 cm 

apart. These cases use the same ship motion as the previous numerical experiment. 

The length of the foot is assumed to be 30 cm for both of these cases. It can be seen 

from Figures 72 and 73 that an increase in the stance width from 75 cm to 100 cm 

will decrease the number of Mils by 5 every 100 seconds.
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Figure  69: Coordinates of the normal force for 30 cm foot length footprint facing 
the x  direction.

Ships can travel at any heading relative to the principal wave direction subject 

to operational constraints. Therefore, the effect of the ship heading on the optimum 

stance angle to reduce the number of Mils was also investigated. The angle of the 

ship heading is defined as the angle between the x  direction of the ship, along the lon

gitudinal axis of the ship directed from stern to bow, and the direction of propagation 

of the ocean wave front. The angle of the person standing aboard the ship is defined 

as the counterclockwise rotation from the initial standing position where the person 

is facing the x  direction. These two angle conventions can be seen in Figure 74. The 

ship motions used corresponded to sea state 6 conditions with ship headings ranging 

from 0 degrees through 90 degrees in 15 degree increments. I t  was then assumed that 

a person with a foot length of 30 cm and standing with their feet 50 cm apart was on 

the deck. The simulation was run to find the x  and y coordinates of the normal force. 

The location of the normal force was then plotted and can be seen in Figure 75 for a
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Figure  70: Coordinates of the normal force for 25 cm foot length footprint facing 
the y direction.

heading of 30 degrees. The optimum angle was then found by changing the angle be

tween the feet by advancing one foot in front of the other until the desired angle was 

obtained. The optimum footprint can also be seen in Figure 75 as the parallelogram 

outline. The simulation was run for all the cases and the optimum stance angle was 

found. The plot of the optimum stance angle versus the heading of the ship is shown 

in Figure 76. This plot shows that the optimum stance angle has a parabolic relation 

to the angle of the ship heading.

The size of the overall footprint can change the occurrence of Mils for shipboard 

applications. Changing the length of the foot from a larger to a smaller size can 

increase the number of Mils by a small number every 100 seconds. The width of the 

stance can significantly reduce the number of Mils. This reduction in Mil events all 

depends on the heading of the ship in relation to the principal wave direction. The 

increase in stance width would decrease the number of Mils in the optimum stance
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Figure 71: Coordinates of the normal force for 30 cm foot length footprint facing 
the y direction.

direction. The optimum stance has been found to be related to the ship heading by 

a parabolic relation. The next section will investigate the effect of an unsteady load 

on the number of Mil events.
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Figure  74: Diagram of angle conventions for the stance angle and ship heading 
angle.
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Figure  75: Optimum stance with a ship heading of 30 degrees.
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F igure  76: Trend of the optimum stance angle against ship heading relative to the 
wave direction.
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4.4 Effect o f U nsteady D ynam ic Loads

This section provides an investigation into the effect of unsteady loads on postural 

stability. The two load models used in this study are the pendulating load and the 

cart load models derived in Chapter 2. This investigation was focused at determining 

the extent of the effect that an external load on a person has on their overall postural 

stability, and which of the load types, if any, cause more Mils over the other.

The main parameters that could affect postural stability are the mass of the load, 

the sea conditions, and the type of load, pendulating and cart in this case. Simulations 

were run varying these parameters in order to see the effect on the number of Mils 

counted between each test. The parameters used for the simulated person were those 

for the physical Graham model presented in Chapter 3, and can be found in Table 11. 

The load models used in this investigation are the pendulum and cart load models 

as presented earlier. Typical cart masses and a pendulum of similar properties to 

those as the human model can be seen in Tables 16 and Table 17. Three masses were 

used for each of the load models. The simulations were run for sea states 4, 5, and 6, 

with ship headings of 0, 45, and 90 degrees relative to the wave directions. Also, the 

interface force was limited to 500 N for this study.

A footprint of 50 cm wide by 25 cm long was chosen for this study. This represents 

a person with a median foot length with their feet held shoulder width apart. The 

cart was oriented such that the translation of the bottom mass was aligned with the 

x  direction of the ship. The results from the number of M ils counted for each sea 

state can be seen in Tables 18 through 20. The tables include the results for each 

mass with the specified heading.

The results show that the pendulating load causes an increased number of Mil 

events over the case with no load attached for sea states 5 and 6. The cart load results 

in the same number of M il events for the 0 and 45 degree headings for each mass and
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Table 16: Simulation parameters used for CR.T3D load investigation

Parameter Value

mi 50,70,90 kg

m2 10,10,10 kg

Ixx l 10000 kg m2

lyy l 1000 kg m2

Iz z l 1000 kg m2

Ixx2 10000 kg m2

Iyy2 1000 kg m2

Izz2 1000 kg m2
r MO

CG/A {0.0 0.0 0.9}T m

g 9.81 m/sec2

across sea states. There are a reduced number of M il events for the 90 degree heading. 

This indicates that the cart causes fewer instabilities than the hanging pendulum. For 

visualization purposes the results from the sea state 6 case, a t 45 degrees heading, 

with the 70 kg load have been graphed in order to see the movement of the normal 

force about the footprint geometry. The graphs can be seen in Figures 77 through 79. 

It can be seen from Figure 78 that the normal force crosses the footprint boundary 

more often than the no load case.
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Table 17: Simulation parameters used for PND3D load investigation

Parameter Value

m 50,70,90 kg

I X X 78555 kg m2

l y y 777746 kg m2

I z z 6060 kg m2
—M O

C G / A {-0 .6  0.34 0.75}T m

g 9.81 m/sec2

Table 18: Simulation results for number of Mils occurring at sea state 4

Pendulum Cart

No Load @ 0 degrees heading 0 0

@ 45 degrees heading 0 0

@ 90 degrees heading 0 0

50 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 0 0

@ 45 degrees heading 0 0

@ 90 degrees heading 0 0

70 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 0 0

@ 45 degrees heading 0 0

@ 90 degrees heading 0 0

90 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 0 0

@ 45 degrees heading 0 0

@ 90 degrees heading 0 0
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Table 19: Simulation results for number of M ils occurring at sea state 5

Pendulum Cart

No Load @ 0 degrees heading 4 4

@ 45 degrees heading 0 0

@ 90 degrees heading 3 3

50 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 13 4

@ 45 degrees heading 5 0

@ 90 degrees heading 5 2

70 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 13 4

@ 45 degrees heading 5 0

@ 90 degrees heading 5 2

90 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 13 4

@ 45 degrees heading 5 0

@ 90 degrees heading 5 2

0 3

0 2

0.1

-ai

-0.3

-0.4
0.2 0.4 0 6■0.2-0 8 -0.4

X Position (n>)

Figure 77: Coordinates of the normal force with no load attached.
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Table 20: Simulation results for number of M ils occurring at sea state 6

Pendulum Cart

No Load @ 0 degrees heading 24 24

@ 45 degrees heading 20 20

@ 90 degrees heading 12 12

50 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 25 24

@ 45 degrees heading 22 21

@ 90 degrees heading 14 10

70 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 25 24

@ 45 degrees heading 21 21

@ 90 degrees heading 14 10

90 kg mass @ 0 degrees heading 25 24

@ 45 degrees heading 22 21

@ 90 degrees heading 14 10

O O o

**+*tO o.

O

o o
o o O o

>cp

-0 2  0 
X Position (m)

Figure 78: Coordinates of the normal force with the pendulum load attached.
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Figure  79: Coordinates of the normal force with the cart load attached.



Chapter 5

C onclusion

5.1 D iscussion o f R esults

This section provides a discussion of the results obtained from the validation 

experimentation and the simulation studies on the effects of stance geometry and 

external load. First the validation with the inverted pendulum will be discussed 

followed by the results from the harmonic simulations of the  cart model, and then 

the results from the physical experimentation. Finally, the implications of the results 

from the simulation study on the stance model will be discussed.

The generalized Graham model was validated using two separate methods. The 

first was the comparison with the inverted pendulum model presented in Section 3.2 

and the second was with results from physical experiments presented in Section 3.4. 

First the validation with the inverted pendulum will be discussed.

The result obtained from the Graham model and the Inverted pendulum follow 

the same trend and are of approximately the same magnitude. At the higher displace

ments of the ship motion the Graham model is showing higher forces and moments 

at the peaks. This can be explained by the difference in the calculations of the forces 

and moments between the two models. When the inverted pendulum is locked, for 

the calculations it is assumed to start at a zero degree angle relative to the deck. The

129
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forces and moments were then calculated using the same state  equations as if the 

pendulum were not locked. Since the equations of motion are solving for the angular 

acceleration, it means for each time step a small angle will be calculated. After the 

forces and moments were calculated the pendulum was then simulated to be placed 

back at zero degree angles. This made the results appear as if the pendulum was not 

moving, where in each time step it was moving by a small angle. Since the pendulum 

was moving at a small angle, the forces and moments calculated from that model are 

expected to be calculated smaller than if the model was not moving. As well, for 

higher ship motion the angle is expected to be larger causing the calculated forces to 

be smaller, so the error between the Graham calculations and the inverted pendulum 

calculations is expected to get larger at the peaks of ship motion. The results from 

this study show that the Graham model is validated with the inverted pendulum 

model, and that the errors in the data are as expected.

The results from the validation of the Graham model through experimentation 

also validated the model. The results, as seen in Figures 42 through 47, show that 

the magnitude and trends of the data  collected are similar. The simulation data does 

not appear to be as smooth as the collected data from the apparatus. The load cell 

results were filtered using a Butterworth filter that eliminated the high frequency 

noise similar to that seen in the simulation results. Another point is that the results 

from the moments calculated in the y direction are not as similar as the results from 

the other directions. This error could have come from the calculations to rotate the 

experimentally-collected data to the model coordinate frame, but this error would not 

be isolated to one of the directions. It would be thought tha t it would cause an error 

in both the x  and y directions. However, the error in the results is relatively small 

and thus the model is considered to be adequately validated through the experiments.

Validation of the cart was difficult considering that the cart by itself is not stable. 

It would have been dangerous to mount the cart to the platform and perform physical
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experiments by itself so another method had to be devised. Stabilizing the model with 

a spring and damper caused the model to be stable and therefore not a danger. The 

apparatus, however, was not fitted with the hardware to be able to attach a spring 

and damper system to the rails. There was not the option to attach them to the 

cart either. This limitation of the apparatus meant that the cart when operating 

uncoupled from the stability model had to be validated through theoretical frequency 

responses. This method validated that the model reacted as expected for a sinusoidal 

input. This method of validation is acceptable because if the dynamic model of the 

cart was not working correctly this would also be seen in the frequency analysis. In 

order for the frequency analysis to work, the velocity and acceleration of the cart had 

to be calculated correctly because it is directly related to the  spring force and the 

damper resistance. If there was an error in calculating those forces then the error 

would have been seen in the frequency response plots.

The Mil model with a generic footprint was also introduced in this thesis. The 

main idea behind the model came from the definition of an M il used by Graham [35]. 

The model was validated using the M il man physical apparatus to measure the num

ber and time of the Mil occurrences. The results from the validation experiments 

show that the simulation is able to determine the time and number of Mil occurrences. 

There are a few potential sources of error in both the experimental and simulation 

Mil counts. One of the major potential sources of error with the experimentation 

is that it was not safe to rebalance the apparatus in the lab when the platform was 

running. Some of the additional Mils from the experiments could be caused by the 

inability to upright the apparatus while a run was being conducted. On Quest, the 

apparatus was balanced upright after each Mil and the number and times of the 

Mils are more consistent with the simulated data. Another point of interest with 

the results is that there is a delay in the time of the Mil events counted from the 

experiment. This error is assumed to result from how the time is recorded with the
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Arduino. The timing of the results from the Arduino was based on counting mil

liseconds since the last communication. This function is also not connected to the 

computer clock and thus the timing might be different on board the Arduino. The 

delay could also be the result of the physical model having to  accelerate over time 

before it could move enough to trigger the switch. The effect of the acceleration from 

the simulation would be instantaneous and would not have the  delay. The validation 

of the generic stance model was completed by performing the experiments on a ship 

at sea. The data recorded from the experiments and the results from the simulation 

were similar.

Since the stance geometry model is validated, it can be used to determine some 

relationships regarding the effect of stance geometry and the effect of unsteady loads. 

First, the effect of stance geometry experiments developed a relationship between the 

relative heading of the ship and the optimum stance angle to  minimize the number 

of Mil events. This relationship was found to be parabolic. When a wave is coming 

to hit the ship at an oblique angle, the ship will pitch and roll. The combination 

of the pitch and roll will cause the deck to be at a combined angle between the roll 

and pitch. Combining the two angles will cause a parabolic relationship between the 

heading angle and the optimum orientation to stand for tha t given deck angle.

The effect of an unsteady load on postural stability was also investigated. The 

simulation cases were designed in order to find the relationship between the effects 

of the load in certain sea state, heading angles, and load weight. From the results it 

can be seen that the pendulating load causes an increased number of Mils over not 

having any load. The cart however does not have an effect on the number of Mil 

occurrences over no load. In some cases the cart load reduces the number of Mil 

events. The change of the mass of the load used in these experiments did not show 

any relationship to the number of M il occurrences. This may be due to the possibility 

that the mass was not large enough to increase the number of Mil events that were
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being cause with the smaller mass. The type of results that can be generated with 

the models, however, is key to knowing safe procedures for on deck operation.

5.2 Conclusion

The main purpose of this project was to develop a postural stability model the can 

be effected by an external unsteady load and investigate the effect of the unsteady load 

on the occurrence of Mils. A three-dimensional Graham-based model was developed 

as the postural stability model and was validated through experiments with a physical 

apparatus. The load models used were a pendulating load developed by Langlois and 

a cart load model. The cart load model was validated using the frequency response 

because the model was unstable and could not be validated physically. The coupled 

models were validated using the physical apparatus.

The Mil model developed for a generic stance footprint was validated using a phys

ical model constructed with microswitches at the base to count the M il occurrences. 

The occurrences count from the experimentation matched th a t of the simulation with 

a minor delay caused by the response time of the apparatus. The Mil experimental 

apparatus was also taken on board CFAV Quest for a heavy weather sea trial. The 

collected trial data also validated the stance model. The optimum angle to stand on 

deck in relation to the principal wave heading was found to be a parabolic relation

ship. It was also found that the pendulating load effects postural stability more than 

the cart. The model attached to the pendulating load had more Mil events that the 

model attached to the cart.
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5.3 Future Work

One of the ways in which this project can be extended is with experimentation 

with humans interacting with the pendulum load model apparatus. The apparatus 

was designed to be a 1:1 scale with humans so that the postural stability model could 

be replaced by a human. There would have to be safety measures in place to ensure 

that the subject does not get injured during the process. As well, an ethics application 

would have to be submitted and approved prior to performing any experiments with 

human subjects. Prom these experiments the postural stability Mil models could be 

tuned for different experience levels. It has been observed th a t a person that has 

been on board many ships will not have as many M il events as someone who has 

never been on a ship before. The data from experiments from human subjects could 

tune the simulations to be more like human behaviour as opposed to rigid structure 

behaviour.

As well, human testing can be performed in order to tune the stance geometry 

footprint Mil model. From human experiments the subject would just have to perform 

quiet standing with predetermined stances. This would be a minimal risk for someone 

who is on board a ship regularly, as that is what they are doing all the time while on 

board. The model could be tuned in order to better predict human behaviour and 

stances that are used.

Prom a simulation perspective, the models could be enhanced in order to have 

a footprint that changes over time. In order for this to be accomplished the deter

mination of whether the normal force is within the footprint needs to be embedded 

into the computational model. Currently that is done through post processing of the 

data. If the motion over time of the footprint is known, then at each time step it 

can be determined if the normal force is within the footprint or not, and thus know 

whether an Mil has occurred. This could be used for models that would count the
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Mil occurrences of a person walking on deck. All that would need to be known is 

how the footprint changes over time and the position on deck over time. From those 

the number of Mils could be counted. This means that the simulated model would 

not have to remain fixed to the deck and can be moving and changing over time.
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